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my Logica☂s mission statement provides a summary of our position in the marketplace. The main

facets of the statement are explored in greater detail in the rst section of the review, where

we look rst at the particular challenges associated with systems integration, recognising that

technologies are maturing to enable enterprise-wide solutions. We also describe the ways in

which our clients bene t from our accumulated skills and experience in technology, in business

understanding and in managing complex projects. In the following sections, we provide a brief

overview of the trends within our primary market sectors illustrated by some of the solutions

we have provided for our clients.

to Partly as a re ection ofour role asproblem solvers, andpartly to continue our tradition ofstimulating

visual accompanimentfor our Annual Reviews, we have taken as our visual theme mathematicalproblems and

puzzles and selected same ofthose which appeal to us. To [end ariginality and cantinuity, we have employed

Graham Everenden to interpret the puzzles visually and as well asillustrating them individually throughout

the review, he has integrated them to rm a single picture which appears on the insidefmnt and back covers.

a We encourage you to participate in solving the puzzles. They vary in di iculty, but all can be solved using

mathematical deduction, logic and a little lateral thinking. Living up to our rule as a solutions pmvider, the

answers can hefound on pages 5/ and 52.
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REVIEW OF THE YEAR

  

THE ire☜: AT a GLANCE
I 090/ V1 [939/ 90

Turnover £197.8M £190.8M

Pro t before exceptional costs

and taxation £10.1M £10.8M

Pro t before tax £3.7M £8.8M

Earnings per share (1.6p) 8.7p

Dividends per share 3.5p 3.4p

Net cash balances £15.0M £18.6M

 

Turnover for the year ended 30June 1991 was £197.8M compared

to £190.8M for the previous year. Turnover of continental

European operations grew by 19.3% and the UK by 10.9%, but

that of our NorthAmerican subsidiary fell by 28.9% and that

of operations in Asia Paci c by 3.1%. The reported turnover

of North American and Asia Paci c operations was depressed

by the strength of sterling compared with the previous year.

Pro t before tax and exceptional items was £10.1M compared

to £10.8M in the previous year. Weak market conditions across

many industrial sectors and across many different countries

persisted throughout the year, but a major reason for the poor

operating pro t was the performance of our North American

 

subsidiary which lost £2.71W♥in♥the year.

During 1990/91 and the

NOVER ☜Mu♥☜0N5, rstqnarter of1991/92,Logica

undertook a number of re-

dundancy and restructuring

programmes in its on-going

businesses, mainly in North

America, the UK and Aus-

tralia. The costs of these have

been treated as exceptional

items in the accounts for the

year. In addition, as a result

of the redundancy program»

mes, these businesses have

surplus of ce space in central

 

London, and in view of the

state of the property market,

the board decided that it was prudent to provide for three

years of associated costs within these results.

Accordingly, pro t before tax was £3.7M compared to £8.8M

in the previous year. Because losses in some overseas operations.

particularly the US, cannot be off-set against pro ts in other

countries, particularly the UK, there was an exceptionally high

tax charge, which led to a loss of L6}; per share.

The directors are recommending a nal dividendonJSp

per share net, making 3.51) per share net for the full year,

an increase of 3% over the

previous year. If approved, the s 1-A y p N 1 y. B E n 5

nal dividend will be paid on

7 November 1991 to eligible

shareholders on the register

on 10 October 1991.

In Europe as a whole there

was very good growth in the

andgovernment, c nergy

utilities sectors. Turnover

of the continental European

operations was up 19.3%,

although operating profit

margins there came under

 

pressure. In the UK, which

still accounts for about half of Logica☁s turnover. despite the

recession, turnover was up 10.9%. Substantial efforts were

made to contain costs and to maintain overall UK operating

margins at 7.7%, modestly above last year☂s. In Asia Paci c,

operations managed approximately to break even with a growth

in turnover of 7% at constant exchange rates.

Our US subsidiary focuses on a small number of market

sectors and its two largest areas, nance andcomputer

vendors, were weak. In US dollar terms turnover of this

subsidiary fell by 20.2%. Radical management actions have

been taken under the leadership ofa new president of the

company, who joined in November 1990. These have included

simpli cation of the management structure and strengthening

of marketing and sales. The cost base of the company has

been brought rmly in line with our expectation of turnover.

We also decided to withdraw from certain loss-making

activities in the US and provision for this was made

as an extraordinary item in the accounts. In addition, the

directors consider it prudent to provide as an extraordinary

item the next three years☁ costs of surplus of ce space arising
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from the closure last year ofLogica Consultancy Limited in

the UK.

BOARD CHANGES to Ian Macleod, who had been a

director since 1986, resigned on 13 May 1991 to pursue other

business interests. At the same time Duncan Craig was elected

to the board. He joined Logica in 1971 and was chief executive

of Log'ica BV from 1984 until he assumed responsibility for all

the wholly-owned subsidiaries in continental Europe.

On 17 September 1991, Brian Martin and Steve Stevenson

left the board as part of an arrangement to reduce its size

and to increase the proportion of non♥executive directors.

They retain senior management roles within Logica.

We also noted with sadness the death of Pat Coen during

the year. One of the founders and larger than life characters

within Logica, he was a director until 1985.

STAFF to Logica is a career♥oriented company and

the redundancy programmes were therefore painful to

implement. They were also expensive because it was considered

important to treat the affected staff reasonably and because

the pressures tended to come most on older people, who had

often been with the company for many years. In total the

accounts cover over400 redundancies, of which about 300

resulted in leavers during the year. Leavers for other reasons

have been signi cantly lower thanin previous years.

We continued our commitment to graduate recruitment

programmes and as a result of this, recruitment in other areas

and two small acquisitions, the total staff numbers show only a

small decrease to 3592 from 3656 at the end of the previous year.

The skills, experience and spirit of staffwithin the company

remain extremely strong.

I) EVEL0 PMENT at We reorganised our interest in Italy

by reducing our participation in Logica General Systems to 40%

when it expanded via the acquisition of GSO Informatica,

strengthening its position particularly in the health eld.

Log-ica General Systems also entered into a joint venture with

Dun and Bradstreet to distribute the latter☂s software packages

in Italy.

We extended our capabilities in the electrical utility market

with the acquistion of the ENDS software package (together

with staffand a new office in central Scotland).

PROSPECTS M In general Logica☂s revenues come from

capital expenditure or investment in R811) by clients. With

recessions in so many economies during the last year, there

REVIEW 01" THE YEAR

has been a continuing tendency towards cuts or deferrals on

programmes. In order to operate ef ciently we need an increase

in con dence in several of our market sectors. We also need

to improve the performance of our North American operation.

In the early stages of 1991/92 there have been some

encouraging signs that management actions are proving effective

and that business prospects are beginning to improve. However,

the directors are cautious about the timing and extent of an

upturn in the world economic situation and consequently the

extent to which the current year☂s results can bene t from this.

ANALYSIS BY ACTIVITY

 

Software products/kernels 10%

    
  

Custom systems 69%

Hardware 8%

Software 61%
Consultancy 21%

ANALYSIS IY

CLIIN'I' LOCATION

 

Continental Europe 28%

North America 11%

Asia Paci c 10%

United Kingdom 51%

ANALYSIS BY

MARKET SECTOR

 

Defence 10%

Space 5%   

 

  

 

Govemment 13 %

Manufacturing 7% Telecommunications 9%

Transport 4%

Energy and
uo'lio'es 14% Computing and

electronics 10%

Finance 2 8%
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integrating

SYSTEMS
Systems integration accountsfor about twothirds ofour revenue, a proportion

which has changed very little since Logica wasformed in 1969. The other components

ofour business are information technology consultancy and the development, marketing

and distribution ofsoftware products and kernels. Although presented separately in

revenue terms, each draws on and contributes to the respective strengths ofthe other, to

form a broad and complementary portfolio.

THE TASK :A We have been in the business of integrating systems and delivering total hardware and

software solutions to meet our customer needs throughout our twenty-twoyear history. From this vantage

point we feel particularly well placed to comment on trends in the systems integration market. Some

of these offer considerable practical bene ts to users in maximising the value of their investment in

information technology, but we see others that can be misleading or even dangerous.

 

9- Systems integration has become a fashionable term. Therefore it is hardly surprising that there are

many more users interested in such services and many more suppliers entering the market. Nor is it

surprising that there are many different views on what systems integration entails and what activities

should qualify for inclusion under the heading. The Computer Services Association de nes the key

characteristic of systems integration thus:

☁a
i-

p

_ n - - ~A u I s to n Y o F I,☁ K I I G is The integration of different computer software

TnlaISysunns

☁+

products and hardware to form a complete system.

Undertaken by a prime contractor with the requisite3
5
3
+

:«
iv

skills and nancial responsibility." While this is a

:-
i-

ji
-

valid description of systems integration we think it

:+
☁Hespunsimmy

☁: OF'I☂III ON A FIXED PllCl BASIS

2-
i- places too much emphasis on the prime contracting

aspects and not enough on the bene ts that can be

 

achieved by the interconnection of systems within

the ☁complete system.☂ Logica has always been in the business of taking responsibility for the supply of

total systems as prime contractor. In our Annual Review of 1970, we described our first major ☜turnkey☝

contract, to supply the hardware and software for a store-and♥forward computer system for a national

hotel reservation service.
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in Over 50% of our revenues come from xed-price contracts and in many ways we are therefore pleased

to see a general trend among users towards greater interest in this basis of procurement. At the same time

it must be stressed that it is usually a satisfactory method of working only if both the user and supplier

have theexperience, capability and resources to manage a project in this way.

it Even in the early days, there were glimpsesof the powerful facilities and bene ts that could be

provided by linking computers and terminals with exible communications networks. Constrained by the

availability of appropriate technology, but more signi cantly by standards and commercially-available

products, the full potential afforded by the interconnection of computer systems is only now beginning

to be realised.

l\' IR(U\\'I☁( Ill)\

\\\ll\l$ I'(lR\l\ llll:: Flexibility is the key requisite ♥ gone is the

wholesale replacement of existing information S t 10a gi ((3

technology (IT) systems. Instead those IT facilities

already in place form the base around which we C @ lo M e In S 1: ©H6

determine and implement the new. The infra-

structure of networks and systems represents - i M A N Y B U 5 l N E 5 5 E S

 

both a substantial investment and a strategic

cornerstone of any business, making large scale change or replacement a complex, costly and undesirable

process. Systems must therefore have the capacity to evolve and to accommodate growth, change and

enhancements with ease.

IA There is important new work for us, not just in designing the elements and product♥based packages

which form a computer system, but in the design and delivery of the communications networks which

facilitate the interconnection, the real bene t being in linking all the business functions of an organisation

together. This evolutionary approach incorporating current architectural trends is well-illustrated by

work Logica has been doingdn the water industry for both Yorkshire Water and Anglian Water in the

UK, where complete computer schemes exist for all operations management functions, with links to other

corporate data processing systems. An insight into how this has been achieved can be found on page 30.

INFLUENCES .A We can point to a number of influential drivers which have made a radical impact on

the evolution of integrated systems. The advent of powerful workstations at low cost coupled with the

ability to link networks and computers has enabled co-operative processing♥ an important new approach

to computing in large distributed enterprises. Co-operative processing bridges the workstation and host

worlds, combining the advanced user interface and desktop processing power of the workstation with

the large databases, centralised processing power and control of the host. Essentially, it is a way of

maximising systems ef ciency while protecting investment in existing equipment, by providing a software

☜umbrella☝ for integrating diverse hardware, systems software, applications and enabling technologies

such as windows, imaging, fax and arti cial intelligence. Logica☂s capability in this eld has been

demonstrated in the competitive service♥oriented insurance market, principally for New York Life (NYL)

in the US and Norwich Union in the UK. For NYL we built a co-operative processing system which

yielded a ☜one stop" marketing approach, resulting in faster commission for agents, fewer mistakes and a
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sales process shortened from a few weeks to a few days The experience gained from this project has been

applied in our work for Norwich Union, described on page 15.

it Much enthusiasm surrounds the progress made towards Open Systems. The multi-sourcing of

equipment will inevitably lead to higher quality, more competitively priced products brought to market

C0-0PERATIVE
ePROCESSINC+

MAXIMISES SYSTEMS EFFICIENCY

AND PROTECTS EXISTING INVESTMENT

faster enabling, theoretically, more

components for systems integration

requirements to be purchased off♥the♥shelf.

There will continue to be a substantial

demand for bespoke software solutions, as

standard products alone will be unable to

satisfy the technical requirements of large

and complex applications.

FINDING SOLUTIONS 2. Gateways provide an interim connectivity solution until such timeas all

modules are built to standard and are interconnectable. Our Logica Transaction Directorc1 (LTD) is a high

performance systems integration software product that transparently interconnects applications, data

and hardware and software systems and furnishes all the elements needed to achieve effective, efficient

connectivity services. It adds value to systems already in place and easily accommodates growth, change

and additions, so that business objectives of providing more and better services can be achieved ef ciently

and cost-effectively. LTD is currently installed in a number of banking institutions in the United States

and has also been sold to the Japan Travel Bureau.

a The success of LTD is an example of the importance of the product development component of our

business and its relationship with systems integration. In a number of our vertical markets, such as

nance and telecommunications, with international acceptance of standards products and kernels ♥

cores of reusable code ♥ are important ways of providing total solutions more cost♥effectively and more

quickly, achieving competitive advantage.

.1 Prior to embarking on ambitious systems implementations, users seek expert advice and direction on

PRODUCTS
the best possible ways to approach their

investment. We provide high level strategic

consultancy which allows clients to plan for,

adapt to and excel in fast-moving international

business environments. Much of what we 'dKERNELS
ARE IMPORTANT wars or

AcnitVlNG' TOTAL scrum-ions

recommend can fundamentally change the way

in which clients conduct their business. Many

of our clients have come to entrust to us an

 

in uential role in creating or sharing their

vision of the future, and therefore it is important that our strategic recommendations are both realistic

and feasible.
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a Close interaction between our consultants and their implementor colleagues gives us a number of key

differentiators. Firstly, an invaluable knowledge of the practical implications of following our strategic

advice. Our market-oriented structure ensures that in addition to technical skills, our staff have detailed

knowledge of the cultures, conventions, working practices, trends and requirements of the vertical

markets which they serve. However, the challenges which will arise in the systems integration projects

of the future will demand a breadth of technical and application knowledge, of computer, communications

and software products, and of commercial and management skill, which few suppliers will be able to meet

alone. Recognising this, Logica is establishing a complementary set of partnerships and alliances both

with our important clients and with the other key suppliers to our industry, to ensure that our

continuing position as a leading international systems integration company is assured.

o o o

VALUE
Pivotal to Logica☂s mission is our concern to help our clients maximise valuefrom their

IT investments, delivering solutions which meet their highest expectations. For our

clients, the value we add is perceived in our understanding ofthe business problem, the

quality ofour solution and the timeliness and reliability ofour delivery.

:1 There are four key facets to our organisational structure and business philosophy which equip us to

meet our clients☂ expectations. Firstly our investment in a portfolio of core skills, tools and technologies

which is constantly updated andenhanced in response to new developments within our industry. Secondly,

a parallel investment is being made continually throughout the Logica companies in building understanding

and experience of our clients☂ industries and key applications, which enables us toselect and transfer the

appropriate technologies to meet their needs. In this important activity we are helped by longterm

partnerships we have built with many of our clients across all industry sectors. The third key element

is our proven experience in effective project management, which assumes even more importance in

the delivery of technologically and functionally complex systems with which Logica is often associated.

The nal but perhaps most valuable asset of all is the quality of our staff: individually and collectively

they embody the skills and experience which enable us to design, construct and deliver excellence, and to

manage our business to the satisfaction of our clients and shareholders.
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LEADING EDGE TECHNOLOGY rt Logica☂s coreskills are those which derive from our fundamental

business of consultancy and analysis, estimation and design, implementation and integration, validation

and support of computer systems. In the pursuit of ever higher standards of productivity, accuracy,

reliability and performance it is essential for

 

x x ' us to maintain a constant evaluation of the

Tim e [in as; a n d re [ill b ility of software tools and methodologies available

' "\a☁ lea externally and developed in-house, and to

E; / J E; E} adapt these to individual project needs.

M
Our UK-based research and development

X X

 

group concentrates its efforts on those

  

technologies which have direct relevance

and application in our practical business areas, responsive to the needs and concerns of our clients.

a A key area of research for some years has been Human Computer Interaction (HCI). This is more than

just the addition of a friendly interface, it implies a different approach to the design of computer

systems so as to place the primary emphasis on the user and enhance his productivity. For instance,

the effectiveness of an air traffic controller depends crucially on the quality of the interface provided

by the workstation ♥ not only in ergonomics and layout of screen but also in matching the information

which it provides to his needs at each moment.

a From such projects we have distilled the more important principles of interface design and

encapsulated these in a User Interface Design Manual (UIDM) which covers all facets of the user

Tnterffce from systems♥conception througlrinstallation andproduetive use. The♥IIIDMVdescribes mngL

of techniques and practices including requirements analysis, conceptual design, prototyping, evaluation

and management of the HCI process.

to Other areas of dedicated research indude knowledge-based systems, speech and language, and formal

methods with particular reference to their application in safety critical systems ♥ those where errors

would lead to unacceptable economic loss or risk to safety or security.

a The research work we undertake at Cambridge adds value to the quality of all Logica☁s work and gives

us proven competitive advantage. A number of the project references illustrated in the Annual Review

highlight instances where leading edge technology has been applied to give Logica a decisive technical

edge, in our operations around the world.

lN\'l\☂l'l\(.
a This transfer of innovative technology \' \ l☂ 0 R 'l☁ I U l. l () 0 I.I

into a commercial environment demands that

the technology reaches an appropriate level i E a X 3 $ 3 a a g

of maturity. To achieve this it passes through ☂7☁
v (i

a number of stages before becoming an in♥ 1- ° o I. s A N I, I- E c H N o l o G I E s

teg'ral feature ofcompany♥wide methodology

 

and practice.
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IA The early, advanced research can stretch to between two and ve years in duration, and is used to deter-

mine scope, build tools and re ne techniques. Much of the project work during this stage is fully or partly

funded and is often undertaken in the form of collaborative ventures with other research establishments.

:I An example of this type of approach is LINNET, the neural network technology transfer club run

jointly by Logica, SD-Scicon and the University of London and funded by the Department ofTrade and

Industry, which introduces members to neural network technology in the context of their own business

areas. The club, which was formed in 1990, totals 16 member companies, amongst them British Gas plc,

British Nuclear Fuels Limited, London Underground Limited and the Post Of ce. On behalf of the Club

we are working with London Underground in a study to determine the potential of using neural networks

to analyse video images of passenger concentrations on platforms, with the bene t of improved sched-

uling of trains and better safety and security.

Other research work undertaken by the group

includes the optimisation of mail shots, control Buildinu
o a istillation co umn an tren orecasting. l )l

5

:4 As technology develops, methods and tech♥

niques become more proven and error-free, and 0 F 0 l' R (i L 1' E :V' T B l' S l N E .

the teams working on them grow in experience

 

to become specialists. By this stage we can offer

skills centres to export the technology and knowledge gained directly to external clients, or indirectly

via projects in our operating units. For instance the skill centre at Cambridge in object-oriented design

is responding to a rapidly increasing demand from Logica☂s projects across the world.

.a A special and valuable set of skills that Logica has built up over the last decade is that which allows us to

deliver quality product software. We have built up these skills from both our own product developments

and also from the substantial product development contracts we have undertaken on behalf of the major

computer vendors, including IBM, Digital, Tandem, ICL and Hitachi. We now have important product

skills centres in the US, UK and Australia, and there are smaller centres ofexpertise in mainland Europe.

The value of these Centres is twofold: on one hand we have learnt the special skills and techniques to

deliver the quality needed in software for wide distribution, to achieve very low error rates and verify

correctness through exhaustive planned testing, and to enhance the product to meet evolving industry

needs. Also we acquire in♥dcpth knowledge of key new products prior to their release by thevendors.

This product knowledge is in great demand and is supplied through sister Logica companies to our client

projects worldwide.

BUSINESS UNDERSTANDING ca Equally as important as our technical base is our understanding

of our clients☂ business and applications. There is only one way to acquire the necessary level of

understanding: through the accumulation of many years of experience of working in the sector, from

delivering IT solutions and then by continuing to work in partnership with our clients to evolve and

enhance these systems to meet their changing business needs.
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2☁ In most of the countries in which we operate we create industry♥oriented organisations, which serve

to focus our managers and staff on their special client sectors, to enable industry specialists to develop

their skills, and to foster long term relationships. Within our key sectors of nance, defence,

telecommunications, public services and industry, we have two decades or more of experience to call

upon and, as we expand into new territories, the key challenge is to export our industry knowledge as well

as our technical capabilities to grow new business.

so A more recent feature of our own industry is the emergence of in uential cross♥sector technologies

and applications, for example object-oriented techniques, image processing, electronic data

interchange and geographic information systems. Within Logica we encourage technology transfer

through Special Interest Groups, which involve staff at all levels and facilitate a creative approach to

problem solving.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT 1*. Projects do not survive on technical expertise alone. Most need the

framework of a comprehensive and formal quality system andproject management skills, re ned through

many years of experience. Within the lifecycle of a project we have always recognised the importance of

disciplined procedures and methodologies to measure and control the various stages of systems design and

implementation. During its various phases, from proposal and de nition to development, delivery and

maintenance. the direction and objectives of a project can be in uenced by changes in the practical and

technical environment, byadvances in technology and by the natural evolution of the client☂s requirements.

A well-regulated project is one which can keep its shape and coherence in the face of modi cations.

Project management is a skill where, despite the aid of a multitude of measurement and control tools,

experience and judgement are vital in orchestrating the various activities and resources ofa project into_ i

a cohesive whole, in an environment constrained by cost and time.

in Projects are managed in various ways, dependent on the nature ofthe work, the organisational and

geographical scope and the procurement and business conventions of the particular sector. There has

been much interest of late in the issue of xed price

 

coo000000000000oooooooooooooooo 00

B R I N G I N G inasituation where the price is agreed in advance

E E E and where errors in estimation may result in

nancial penalties. Logica has been working on xed

a (z) price contracts for many years and 52% of all our

projects undertaken last year were of this type.

GEMEN I Although influenced by the recent trends in some

sectors towards this form of procurement, we believe

 

contracts, arising from the high risk potential inherent

☁I'O PIOJIC'I☂ MAHAGIMIHT
that these gures demonstrate both our clients☂ and

 

our own con dence in our ability to undertake work

of this nature. However, within this comparatively youthful industry we share the general concern to do

all we can to improve the level of performance on fixed price work. Under the auspices of the Computer

Services Association, Logica has joined with other leading industry players in formally recommending best
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practices for use by clients and suppliers to ensure the successful execution of xed price systems

development contracts.

a Compliance with quality standards gives clients con dence that a supplier has a full and thorough

quality management structure and can

 

deliver high quality computer systems. Vim E N G E N D E R I N G A "mm

Logicaisthe rstcompany toachieve CULTURE WITHlN WHICH

Ticklrl☁ accredited certi cation to the iii♥K; F W W W

International Quality Standard ISO-9001 _l E

for all its wholly-owned subsidiaries in

 

the UK. Our Dutch, German and Swedish W l L L T H R I V E
☜coach;

  

subsidiaries have also been awarded

certi cation as part of the single quality assessment of our European operations.

a Many of our clients set their own quality criteria, to encourage suppliers to demonstrate outstanding

performance in this area. For example IBM UK awarded Logica a Category ☁A☁ Supplier Quality Certi cate

for work carried out during 1990.

OUR STAFF AND CULTURE It It is a cliché but nonetheless true to say that the key to Logica☂s

success lies with its people, their skills and experience ♥ the total of all we have learnt, individually and

collectively, about how to undertake, manage and grow our business. It has long been explicit in our

corporate goals that we are committed to strive for excellence in all aspects of our work, and recognise

that all staff should take pride in quality work. It is an important objective to foster a climate in which the

initiative and talents of our staff can flourish. There are many ways in which we pursue the achievement

of objectives for our staff: starting with very careful selection and recruitment we are then committed to

both formal and vocational training.

It All members of staff are expected to pursue a clearly identi ed programme of training courses, which operate

for staff at all levels, from graduates through experienced staff and senior roles. Within the modules devoted

to project and business development, there exist different strands covering leadership skills, nance and

accounting, negotiation, estimating, marketing and managing client relationships, through to, on the technical

side, systems speci cation and design, quality management, validation, veri cation and testing. Speci c

technical skills are learnt both from formal classes and also by practical project♥related training exercises.

a To encourage professionalism, Logica runs a customised version of the Professional Development

Scheme (PDS) established by the British Computer Society (BCS). The PDS allows staff both to develop

their individual career paths and obtain professional membership of the BCS followed by, if desired,

progress towards chartered engineer status, a quali cation highly valuedacross continental Europe. The

take-up has been good, with around 800 staffin the UK following the scheme.

:A Our staff represent the cream of the industry, and we will continue to realise their best potential by

offering them challenging assignments. By maintaining the right balance between encouraging individual

expression and creativity, and fostering a team oriented attitude toproblem solving, we aim to engender

a culture within which excellence will thrive.

II].
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leading organisations

WORLDWIDE
FINANCE FINAN(;EhrruHHui☁JJ TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Abbey National pl:

Ahold

American lirpress Europe Ltd

Association for [hyment Clearing
Services

Association Tripartite Bonner

Australia and New Zealand
Banking Group

Australian Stock Exchange

Bank ofthe Philippines Islands

Banca Epolare di Milano

Bank Summa

Bank of Tokyo

Bankers Trust Company

Barclays Bank

Bristol 29" West

Citibank NA

Citimrp

Clydesdale Bank

Commonwealth Bank eff♥Australia

County Natu/est Australia

Credito Commerciale

Credito Italiano

EPSS

Eurvrnobiliare

Fidelity
Fondiaria

GWK/CDK Bank

Ideta

Intergamma

IMRO

International Petroleum Exchange
ofLondon Limited

Istituto Bancario San Paolo
di Torino

] Sainsbury plc

Lippobank

Lloyd: Bank

London Stock Exchange

Malaysian Electronic
System Sdn Bhd

Manufacturers Hanover

Megalinl☂ Inc

Merrill Lynch

Midland Ban/e

Payment
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National Remote Sensing Centre   lespazio

Vtsnews

 

ELECTRONICS
New ibrk Life Insurance Alcath Bell Telephone

NMBBurbank Croep Australian Broadcasting Bull
Namum International plc Corporation Digital Australia

Norditalia Assicurazioni A☂mm a Rm Digital Ila/i☜
Norwitb Uni☝, Li [mummy British Broadcasting Corporation Digital Svenska

Society Bell South Hewlett Ihckard (Australia)

Pan'bas Britt☂s}; Satellite Broadcasting Hitachi Europe Ltd

Rahobank BT IBM Australia Limited

Reuters Cable and Wireless IBM Corporation
Rim Worldwide Services [HM Oman),

5. G. Warburg Discount Limited Cell"?! IBM Nederland
Skandina☂vislta Enslzilda Banker: Phone/mint Limimi IBM United Kingdom Limited
Southern Bank Berth Coewila Gm!) Ltd IBM United Kingdom
Standard Charm,☝ Bank DeltaKabel 7eleCom Laboratories Limited

State Bank ofNew South Wales Dutch PTT 7215mm [CL
Limited EB Communication: (GB Ltd) NCR NEl/lerld d

State Street Bank Ericsson NCR Svenska

Stock Exchange ofHong Kong Firtinvest NCR Systems Engineering

737m Anicuraziani Finland Telecom Olivetti

AUniaLBanLofSwitizerland France Telecarn Rank Xerox

Vittoria Assicurazioni Hong Kong Telephone iiSony ( UK) 7

VVestpac Financial Services Hutchian Personal Stratus Computers Nederland
Limited Communications Ltd Tandem

PVoolwich plc I'Iutchison'Telecornrnunications Univ: (M) 5d,, Bbd

WWIWTtb-V PIC K7303? [mug Unisys Europe Africa Limited

Mercury Communications

National Transcommonications

Aerospatiale NM?☝

Alcatel Espace NI)ka Ram > .
Almia Slmzi SPA Noleza Ielecornrrtunications

British Aerospace (Space Puch Be☝ _
Systems Limited) P ☁f" 73195☜

3,111,}, Nation☝; 5pm, Cm," Philips Radio Communications

DRA Aerospace Division sy☁tms

DRA Electronics Division POSTEN

Eumetsat RA]

European Space Operations Centre Rabde and swim☜

European Space Research and Romrdam THEM"
Dchnology Centre SIP

European Space Research Institute ☜[9507☝ Amimlm

Eutelsat 7M7!☝

lnrnarsat 721W)?☝

INTELSAT US Slm'm
MBB/ERNO US We☝   
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Logica☂s client list demonstrates that we continue to workfor many ofthe world☂s leading

organisations, for whom investments in information technology are recognised to be ofstrategic

importance. The list below represents a selection ofour clients during the period and demonstrates

both our international capability and our broadbase ofindustrial skills.

GOVERNMENT DEFENCE

Brisbane City Council

CCTA

Commission ofEuropean
Communities DC IX, DG XII,
[)6 X111, DG XIV,
06 XX1

Departmentfor Industrial
Relations (A ustralia)

Department rr Industry,
Ethnology and Commerce
(Australia)

Department of Economic
Development ♥
Northern Ireland

Department of Health (UK)

Department of the
Environment (UK)

Dieth Verleeersleunde

HM Customs and Excise

Ministry ongriculture.
Fisheries and Food (UK)

Ministerie van justitie

New South Wales Attorney
General 's Department

New South Wales Bureau of
Criminal Statistics

HIitierverhindingsdienst

Rijkslnehtvaartdienst

Rijkswaterstaat

Royal Hong Kong [Mice Force

State Government Insurance
Commission ofSouth Australia

Svenslza Penninglotteriet

The Public Records Office

The Valuation and Land Office ♥
Northern Ireland

University ofCambridge 7
Local Examination Syndicate

University ofSydney

  

Australian Department ofDefence

British Aerospace

Defence Research Agency

Direction des Constructions
Navales

GECAvionics Ltd

Hunting Engineering Ltd

john Brown Engineers and
Constructions Ltd

Koninlelijl☂e Landmacht

Ministry ofDefence

NATU

Racal Avionics

Royal Aerospace Establishment

Royal Danish Navy

US Department of Defense

US Marine Corps

US Navy

Vichers Shipbuilding and
Engineering Ltd

l/Vestland Helicopters

NSPO T

Aeritalia

Alisarda

Australian Airlines

Bremer Lagerhaus♥ Cesellscha

Civil Aviation Authority

Computer Cab Co Ltd

EM0

Fokker

Hollandse Signaalapparaten

japan Travel Bureau

Lonmm Transport Endered
Bus Division

Ministerie van Ver'l☂elrr en
Waterstaat

Nederlandse Spoorwegen

Ned/loyd

New South Wales State Transit
A uthority

Rm ofLondon Authority

Road Traffic Authority ofNe'w
South Wales

SMAR T

Statensji'ir☁nvagar 

MANUFACTURING

Aermaechi

AFL Falcle

Ansalzlo

Arnotts Biscuits Limited

BASF

BHP Steel

Bloemenveiling Westland

British Fermentation
Products Ltd

British Shoe

Cartiere Bu rgo

Dow Corning

Fiat Auto

Fiat Avio

Ford

Fries/and Frico Demo

Gilardini

Gruppo Finanziario ssile

IC] Pharmaceuticals

[ta/gel

Iveco

johnsun @johnson

Mere/e Sharp (1☁7 Dohrne

Nielsen Italia

Peg/1rd Productics SA

Pfizer

PWA

Rowntree Life Savers Limited

Sa a

Selavo

Scott

TECHPRU Procurement Ltd

The Hong Kong Refrigerating
Company Limited

The Whithread Beer Company

Unilever Export Limited

United Engineering Steels Ltd

Verenigde Bloemenveilingen
Aalsmetr

Vlisco

Wooluwrths Limited  Transmanche Lin/e

Zanussi Metallurgica  

ENERGY & UTILITIES

Amerada Hess Limited

Anglian hVater Services Limited

BP Exploration

British Gas plc

Chevron UK Limited

Dublin Corporation

East Worcestershire Waterworles
Company

Electricity Commission ofNew
South Wales

E71ngtb俉d7ljfl)俉lfltl ti

Enichem Ihlimeri

Esso Australia

jason (ieosystems

Koninklijlee Shell Exploratie en
Produl☂tie Laboratoriurn

Mobil Oil Australia

Mohil Oil Co Ltd

Nederlandse Casunie

Netherlands Refining Co

IbwerGen plc

Rotterdam-Rier Pijpleiding
Maatschappij

Shell Chemicals UK Ltd

Shell Internationale Petroleum
Maanchappij

Shell Italia

Shell Nederland Chernie

Shell Nea'erland Ra 'inaderij

Shell Neder☁land
Verhoopmaatschappij

Shell UK Exploration and
Production

Thames Water Utilities Ltd

The National Rivers Authority

Three Valleys Water Company

)brkshire l/Vater Services Limited

 n13-
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FINANCE

Europe and the Middle East.

  

undertake work in nance in every country in which we operate. However it is a sector which

has been significantly affected by the worldwide recession, and some ofour clients havefound

it necessary to delay or curtail their planned investment in IT.

In the projects that we are undertaking for our clients in banking and insurance, we note an increasing

interest in marketing and operational effectiveness, and also the growing importance of product and kernel

based solutions to optimise cost-effectiveness and delivery times. Logica☂s product range now includes offerings

for information distribution, nancial message switching and communications, payments platforms, treasury,

dealing and transaction processing applications. it Despite the constraints imposed by the economic climate, the

nancial community continues to extend and enhance its global capabilities. Much ofLogica} work is concerned with the

application ofnew technologies to achieve these objectives and increasingly organisations across the world seek to make use of

Logica☂s skills in this area; this has led to a number ofsigni cant project awards in new territories, particularly Eastern

The nance sector continues to be both the

largest and the most international of

Logica ☂s de ned marketsectors and we

  

ISTITUTO BANCARIO SAN PAOLO DI TORINO

Logica was awarded a xed price contract by the Istituto

Bancario San Paolo di Torino (San Paulo) for the development

ofa custom interface to the SWIFT 11 network. The prime

objective of the project is to provide a correctly functioning

system for the client to meet the cutover date to the SWIFT ll

network in Italy.

The interface will connect to the Multi Network System

(MNS) which Logica has developed for the hank over the last

six years and which will also need to be enhanced to SWIFT [1

standards. MNS was designed to act as a front end message

switch to other banking networks with a number of built-in

banking applications such as the Italian inter-bank payment

system and ECU local netting system.

The SWIFT II project provides a good example of

collaboration between Logica companies. Our UK-based

nance subsidiary provided the strategic consultancy which

con rmed the potential for future growth in throughput and

recommended suitable hardware, while the system itself

was implemented by our Italian company. The SWIFT ll

communications software is being obtained by portng the

corresponding code from Logica☂s FAS'I☁WIRE☁☜ product.

San Paolo has also used Logica☁s strategic consultancy skills

for a feasibility study into the disaster recovery mechanisms

to be implemented in the event of the failure ofits Network

Interconnection System. The resulting report recommended

specifications for a system which can recover and maintain the

services provided by the MNS.

STATE BANK OF NEW SOUTH WALES One of

Logica☂s long standing clients in Australia is the State Bank

of New South \Vales Limited. The bank☂s treasury

operations needed a new dealing system to replace the

existing paper-based method and increase the speed and

accuracy of deal processing. More specifically, the bank

wished to provide its dealers with real time profit and

loss position monitoring, establish an automated. responsive

and hence more profitable corporate order monitoring, and

introduce a state-of♥thc»art technology platform ♥ State

'l☁radcr ♥ as the basis for a new generation of exible,

integrated banking support systems. A joint tcam, from both

Logica and the bank☂s own Treasury Systems department,

was established.

During the initial design phasc, a kcy recommendation

by Logica was the use ofdigital technology to enable

incoming information sources such as Reuters to be

incorporated efficiently into various applications. It was

also realised that, in order to minimise cost and risk, the
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system would need to be based on

an established product. The Teknekron"

Trading System was selected as the

systems platform by the bank.

In order to satisfy the goals of

sophistication, modularity and flexibility, advanced

technologies were needed to integrate Teknekron with the

other system components. Object-oriented development and

a client server architecture were selected to achieve these

goals and to maximise the power of the Unix☁>-based

workstation environment.

Stuart Mackenzie, chief manager of Treasury Systems at

the bank, comments ☜One ofthe reasons we selected Logica

for the State Trader project was the AS 3563 accreditation

the company had recently been awarded. This was an

endorsement of both the company☁s reputation for quality

and its in-house quality system.

Although it is too early to identify the competitive

advantage that we have gained from the system, it was

delivered on time and to budget, and its users arevery

satis ed with it."

NORWICH UNION Nowhere has the pressure of

intensi ed competition for business been felt more acutely

than in the insurance sector where there are two main

requirements: providing a high level of customer service and

being responsive to changes in market needs.

In common with many nancial institutions Norwich

Union (NU), the UK☁s second largest life insurance company,

has invested heavily in computer systems to support its wide

range of products. In order to improve sales productivity and

streamline administration, \IU sought a way of linking these

hitherto unconnected systems by making them readily

MARKET SECTORS
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available to users and moving a

number of administrative functions

nearer to the point♥of♥sale.

The means of achieving this lay in

the deployment of a common front end

to afford access to NU☂s various systems. The Logica♥developed

User Friendly Front End (UFFE) provides workstation♥based

software which interconnects existing systems without the

need for wholesale replacement and also allows new systems

to be added without disruption.

In the past, users had to cope with many different

mainframe-based administration systems, one for each product.

UFFE presents users with one consistent set of screens so

information is input through a common, easy-to-use interface,

developed after extensive consultations with users at all

levels and using our extensive experience in human computer

interaction.

Following aninitial feasibility study, Logica developed a

prototype version covering six pension and mortgage products,

proving the viability of the UFFE concept. This was followed

by an operational version covering a wider product range and

with additional functionality, which has been further developed

to support NU☂s new direct sales force.

The new system has brought signi cant business bene ts.

Administration support functions are brought closer to the

point-of♥sale and the common screen format allows for greater

exibility of staffutilisation, less training, a quicker workrate

and an enhanced response to market needs.

With the potential to interface to all of NU☂s applications,

UFFE is viewed as a strategic solution which will enable NU

to build for the future.
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Space Systems.

 

Logica is one ofthe leading suppliers ofIT to the space

industry, providing software and systemsfor application:

in the areas ofground control operations, onhoard

systems and satellite-based control systems. Our clients include most ofEurope☂s space

agencies and their main contractors, as well as civil and military arms ofthe UKgovemment

and international satellite organisations in the United States and Europe. Our contribution

to the industry is reflected in our role as UK consortium leader in the Digital Systems

Architecture (DSA) programme, the current phase ofwhich is evaluating software engineering

environments. Other consortium members include British Aerospace and Marconi

Although manned space exploration and investigation into solar sciences continue to attract collaborative

ventures, space technology is increasingly being exploited for commercial end♥users, such as agricultural

forecasting by satellite, oceanography for sheries management, cartography and remote sensing. The use of

space for communications, radio navigation and broadcasting is already extensive. The dramatic increase in

the volume of earth observation data provided by space platforms has identi ed a need to upgrade ground

facilities to support and assimilate this information. We are undertaking a study for the Commission of

European Communities to review existing ground infrastructure, the needs of user groups, and recommend

further policies, responsibilities and structures. to The reliance ofspaceihornc systems on computer control

demands rigorously high standards of reliability and pcrformanccfrom software systems. The application (flooding-edge

technologies ♥ such as human computer interaction, speech understanding, intelligent systems, and safety critical software

engineering ♥ to ensure maxiniu nz usability and responsiveness is a viral facet ofmany ofour projects.

  

12L Pew 2911☜. m M Q 8/3. a: m L☁. \- C. \; Logica is supplying

consultancy and systems engineering expertise within the

European Space Agency☂s (ESA) Polar Platform programme.

Anticipating the key role of remote sensing in tackling problems

such as global change and environmental pollution, ESA had

initiated an extensive programme of earth observation satellites

based on a series of polar platforms. Some platforms will focus

on environmental monitoring and meteorology while others

concentrate on the monitoring of natural resources.

We have been involved in the development of both space

and ground segments of the Polar Platform since the mid-

19805. The development of the Polar Platform spacecraft on

behalf of ESA is led by British Aerospace (BAe), to whom

Logica is contracted to support all onboard software issues,

providing expertise in all software♥related aspects ofdeveloping

and integrating the platform. This includes support to BAe in

areas including software requirements analysis, reviewing the

specification and design of the major platform interfaces and

of the platform software architecture, and support during the

integration and testing ofthc platform at BAe prior to delivery.

Our support ensures BAe has access to a broad range of

software skills and helps minimise the risk involved in the

development of the platform.

Logica has led a consortium on behalf of the British

National Space Centre to study under a contract managed by

DRA Aerospace Division, the requirement and options for the

Polar Platform ground segment, including collaboration with

ESA on the initial studies for ground segment concepts. The

successful exploitation ofthe polar platforms will depend upon

the provision ofa sophisticated network of ground facilities.
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We have also worked on other aspects of the Polar Platform

project for the DRA Aerospace Division. We have participated

in the development of the standards of the international

Consultative Committee on Space Data Systems (CCSDS),

addressing communication and electronic data interchange

issues relevant to platform design and operation, and we are

implementing some of the CCSDS protocols in hardware. In

another consultancy project, we investigated thecommercial

possibilities in the operation of the Polar Platform and for

DRA Aerospace Division we developed an interactive computer

model of the Polar Platform, with simulated downlinking

ofdata.

EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY Logica has been

awarded a ve year contract, worth at least £5 million, by BSA.

The contract, for the design and development of software for

spacecraft control and simulation. will be managed by the

ESA computer department at the European Space Operations

Centre (ESOC).

The contract was won by a consortium

led by Logica. with our Italian

subsidiary, and a Spanish

company, GMV, as

subcontractors.
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This is the third successive contract of this type that

Logica has been awarded since 1980 and illustrates our

continued lead in software development in the European

space programme.

The work involved under this umbrella contract will be

undertaken at ESOC and at Logica offices in the UK. The

initial work packages include the design and development of

the software for control and operation of the Infra♥red Space

Observatory due to be launched in 1993. The software is being

developed at ESOC, with eventual installation at ESA☂s

facilities in Villafranca, Spain.

We will also support and enhance the Space Craft

Operations System (SCOSL This software supports the basic

telemetry handling and all housekeeping tasks common to

spacecraft control and operations. Most of the SCOS software

was developedby Logica for ESOC under a previous contract

and is already successfully embodied in operational systems for

Hipparcos, ERS♥l and Eureca.

This contract will complement Logica☂s

many other activities with ESA

and allows us to maintain our

key position in the supply

of satellite control

systems.
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS
The telecommunications industry is undergoing rapid evolution worldwide. The market is

 

technology♥led and mftwareforms one ofthe key enablers in the enhancedfunctionality,

e zeient operation and timely delivery ofnetworks and rem/ices.

Business users now expect advanced communications facilities which they recognise as fundamental to the

pursuit of competitive advantage. Domestic customers. exposed to the facilities offered to the business

community, are demanding a wider, more innovative range of base services. Telecommunications companiesare

responding to this challenge by offering competitively priced new services. brought rapidly to the market,

while maintaining quality service. To achieve this, they are looking to organisations such as Logica, with the

necessary international capability. industrial knowledge and technical skills to design and implement computer

based network and support systems. to Our work coverr a broad spectrum oftelecommmtications Jercices «intelligent

network infrastructure and applicatinnx, nan-or}? management messaging xertricer, mobile radio network, Milli")?! services

and communication: ram/liter. P☂I☁Y☁s worldwide are among our biggest and mort longstanding clients. and we are ulxo

making a signi cant contribution to some ofrhe world 3: satellite organimtilmx, combining knowledge gainedin the space

xector with our growing experience oftelecommunicationx applicationr Pt In such a highly competitive environment

the depldyment of any new service rapidly and with minimum risk is paramount. We find that our key

attributes are the ran 6 of roducts and kernels that we have assembled to meet our customers☁ needs, and our3 P

 - I(\☁ I

ability to assemble high quality project teams rapidly anywhere in the world.

  

FINLAND TELECOM Logica is working with Nokia

Data and Nokia Telecommunications to supply sophisticated

intelligent network services to Finland ☂l☁clccom, the main

telecommunications provider in the country. A package of

applications developed by Logica will enable Finland Tclecorn

to expand the services tocustomers ♥ access to freephone and

premium rate number services, use of personal telephone

numbers and the ability to charge their calls to a calling

account. As well as providing increased revenues. the

intelligent network package will enable Finland Telecom to

de ne and deploy new services more cost effectively. This

will give them the means to support rapid and effective

introduction of new services. and so maintain their

competitive edge.

The freephone and premium rate services enable calls to

be routed to selected national or international destinations,

according to parameters such as time ufday. location of the

calling party and traf c levels to the call destination. The

personal number service enables calls to be routed to the

current location ofthe user bymeans ofa ☜follow me" facility,

The calling card service provides validation of account card

numbers entered by users for billing purposes.

The system is based on an existing Enhanced-800 service

(Ii-800) application, developed by Logica for the American

market. and adapted to suit the different European number

scheme. Logica☁s package represents the rst implementation in

Europe of the Advanced Intelligent Network concept of service

independent functional building blocks.

HUTCHISON HONG KONG Hong Kong-based

Hutchison Telecom is rapidly becoming a major player in the

world telecommunications business. Hutchison Paging is I
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launching a new telepoint service, allowing customers to use

mobile handsets to connect with basestations which are

themselves connected to the public telephone network. The

pro tability of such services often depends on the ef ciency

and speed of support systems such as billing facilities, data

collection and sales order processing. On site in Hong Kong,

Logica is currently implementing a customer billing and

administration system which will provide a exible and

responsive back-up facility to ensure a high quality service.

The system is based on existing software, previously

implemented to support services for both Ferranti and

Cognito. Re♥using a package is of considerable bene t as it

is tried and tested and can be implemented rapidly and with

little risk. It is designed to be customised to re ect local

market conditions and individual customer procedures.

MARKET SECTO RS
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There are particular characteristics of the Hutchison

paging service and the environment which have been

speci cally addressed. In Hong Kong, shops are open seven

days a week, often until very late at night, so the service needs

to have the capacity and reliability to be on♥line for 365 days a

year. Customers tend to settle their bills in cash rather than

credit terms, so the system has to cope with a monthly billing

cycle, with a fast turnaround as customers settle their bills

in person.

.19-
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COMPUTING 81
ELECTRONICS
and meeting the needs ofour own industry continues to provide a challengefor our technical

 

and creative skills. Our clients in this sector are largely the computer manufacturers and

electronics companies, but our de nition subsumes many different sorts ofprojects.

Firstly and, historically, most importantly, we assist the world☂s leading computer vendors with the design,

development and testing of software products ♥ offerings which are often of strategic importance. Necessarily

much of the work we undertake of this type is con dential and we are bound to respect our clients☂

wishes regarding the timing of announcements. However, we are proud of the fact that we are respected

as suppliers of development skills by industry leaders in the US, UK and Japan. Previously announced

contracts include CICS 05/2 and DataTradel☂ for IBM, X.400 for Tandem and a rule induction package for Hitachi.

to A second area ofgrowing importance resultsfrom the developingpartnerships between Logica, the computer vendors and

our mutual clients It is within this context that new application needs are often identi ed and the requirements dt ned hy

the client, resulting in a joint development by Logica and the vendor The product may then hefurther re ned or generalised

and marketed to other users with similar needs on a co♥operative basis, with each party able to realise a return on investment

made. This trend recognises the shift in emphasis awayfrom proprietary to open systems, with the application driving rather

than serving the computer supply 2. Lastly, we work for companies within the sector in their roles as

manufacturers and distributors, supplying systems to assist them with their own operational ef ciency and

meeting the internal computing needs of these most sophisticated and demanding clients.

As we have noted before

in our Annual Reviews,

this sector has been

significant through

much ofLogica☂s history

  

SONY (UK) Logic-a has developed a repair workshop

scheduling system which helps guarantee the rapid repair of

Sony consumer goods, allowing Sony to rcinforcc and maintain

its established reputation for quality products.

The Dedicated Accounting and Workshop Network

(DAWN) is currently operational in one workshop authorised

to repair Sony goods in the UK. DAWN controls the

scheduling and accounting procedures of repairs to goods

such as tch\ isions. camcorders and personal stereos, which

are sent to the workshop by high street retail outlets where

they have been returned by the customer.

[)AVVN tracks the movement of goods through the repair

process, logging the nature of the problan spare parts and

time required, before scheduling a repair slot. It also pruvldcs

information on the costs of repairs. The s) stern gathers

information which correlates pattern of repair with t} pe of

product. pinpointing design or manufacturing weakness and

identifying trends. This information is fed back tojapan. where

it influences future design and quality control processes. and

provides a more accurate picture of costs.

DAWN runs on an IBM RT 6150'. although it is now ported

to an RS 6000☁, which will allow its use to be extended to other

repair sites if desirable. The RT 6150 has a communications

link to the Son) L'K IBM mainframe from which statistics are

relayed tojapan for analysis. The link is also used by the

workshop to order spare parts and to invoice for payment

if, for instance, repairs are carried out under warranty

agrccnlent.
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The system helps meet the very different but equally

important business objectives of both the small company and

the multinational corporation. For the former it optimises the

volume ofgoods handled and the speed at which they are

processed, helping to maintain a healthy tradingposition. For

Sony, the information it provides contributes towards the

company☂s commitment to measure and improve quality, so

maintaining the high standards synonymous with the Sony name.

   

  
  
  

  

   
  

  

TELEGLOBE CANADA As Teleglobe Canada

(Tcleglobe) is the international telecommunications

carrier that links the Canadian telephone network to

to over 200 overseas destinations via international

switching centres located in Montreal, Toronto

and Vancouver.

The demands placed on Teleglobe's network

are growing tremendously for two reasons.

First, as Canadian companies continue to

grow, their need for voice and data

connections to businesses throughout the

globe increases. Second, call traf c

generated by private individuals is also

expanding dramatically.

In 1991, Teleglobe called on IBM Canada

and Logica to develop and install a telephone

Switch Data and Retrieval System (SDRS). SDRS

fully automates the process of collection, safe

storage and subsequent transfer of details on

international calls from Teleglobe☁s network to

host computers. Through SDRS, Teleglobe will

now be able to reconcile the details of calls handled

quickly and accurately for revenue determination purposes and

generate timely statistics for network planning and analysis.
71 electranics manufacturer makes printed circuit boards. .

> The system can also assist in producing more comprehensive
It buys breglass blanks, 50mm by 100mm, clad In) bulb
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business.

 

GOVERNMENT
to central and local government departments worldwide, including Australia, Belgium, the

 

Netherlands and the UK. Almost universally the procurement processes are long and

complex, requiring patience, investment and commitment, and successful execution of the

contracts demands understanding ofgovernment procedures and methodologies. Logica is

particularly pleased lry the achievement ofour partnership agreement with HM Customs and

Excise in the UK as an endorsement ofthe thorough understanding we have ofgovernment

Government projects are typically concerned with improving the efficiency of large and often complex

administrative systems, often on a xed price basis. For the Valuation Lands Of ce (VLO), Logica has supplied a

property database system to enable the VLU to maintain records of700,000 properties in Northern Ireland.

For the National Health Service (NHS) in the UK, Logica was commissioned to conduct a study of nationwide

telecommunications networking for data and voice within the NHS. to Our network ()fEuropean offices and

resources makes us wellwquipped to support the Commission ofEuro/mm Communities in studies to determine the scope/or

harmonising operations and imegn☁atiug tom/utter systems across Europe. As well as conducting studies in the arms ofspiu'c

and telecommunications, we are making recommendations for a number ofadministrmiw systems including one to apply

electronic data interchange ( EI)! ) technology to connect the social security systems ofmemlwr com/tries.

Logica has supplied

computer systemsfor a

variety ofapplications

  

  

This year, Logica will complete the second year ofa four year

contract with HM Customs & Excise (C&E), marking the rst

time that a UK government department has entered into a long

term agreement with an IT company. C&E took the decision to

establish the partnership in 1988 in response to a skills shortage,

which left it requiring support in the maintenance and

development of its internal computer systems. Logica☂s

contribution is in the area of systems development work, where

we supply project and technical management, user requirements

analysis, Unix, SSADM and communications skills.

The type of work undertaken within the partnership

framework varies considerably. It ranges from specific pieces

of consultancy, reviews of emerging technologies and their

applicability and the replacement of internal customs staffwho

might be redeployed in other areas, to discussions on up»and♥

coming issues which have a direct bearing on IT. The work that

we do covers many areas of (1&E☁s business. Two projects ♥

a customs seizure documentation system and a VAT Trader

Registration system ♥ were begun prior to the partnership

agreement. We are currently in the nal development stages

of VATPACE, which aims to equip VAT eld inspectors with

laptop computers on which to record information, and we are

contributing to two administrative systems ♥ CUPID, a

personnel system and MARS, an accounting system. Other

areas of work include a parcel barcoding and tracking system,

operational planning, an oil taxation inventory and asset

registration support. In addition. ve Logica staff man the

help desk which serves the whole of C8112, answering queries

from all locations on the operational systems.

On all of these projects Logica and C&F. staff work

together, and much effort has been invested on both sides in

building relationships and in ensuring that the partnership is

understood both theoretically and practically. We also provide
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additional services, such as lunchtime technical seminars for

customs staff♥ based on the seminars run within Logica ♥

so helping to ful ll C&E☂s aim to enhance the quality of

its work continually.

Alan Paynter. head of IT for C&E, commenting on the

partnership says, ☜Logica ful ls a basic and important need for

us in providing contract staff with speci c skills to complement

the strengths of our own 600 strong IT capability. Although

we have a stable workforce, there is often a lot of extra work

and some skills, such as SSADM, require a high level of

external input. I am happy that the partnership was the

best route for us to go down in providing us with the right

environment to deliver high quality IT services to our

organisation."

COMMISSION OF EUROPEAN COM-

MUNITIES & In

order to conserve sh

stocks, the Commission of Euro♥

pean Communities (CEC)

operates a common sh-

eries policy which

includes access

arrangements and

establishes zones

where vessels are

authorised to sh

for certain stocks.

At present, the

MARKET SECTORS

enforcement of these regulations is carried out primarily by

inspection vessels and aircraft. The coordination and

deployment of these can be further improved. The CEC is

considering the possible uSe of an automated monitoring

system to complement the existing arrangements.

Logica is leading a study into the feasibility of such an

automated system involving position-determination and

communication services, and one or more data processing

centres. The system would determine the position, speeds and

bearings of vessels, and analyse this data to help management

of the sheries.

An important part of the study relates to the con dentiality

and security issues associated with this method of

   

 

     
  

  

   

monitoring. Reassurance that the system would prevent

unauthorised access to this data is seen as an

important factor in achieving acceptance of the

new approach by the shing industry.

The study is also investigating aspects

of this technology which could be

bene cial to shermen, par♥

ticularly in the elds of

safety and communi♥

cations. We are being

assisted in the study

by two subcontractors

with specialist ex-

pertise in commercial

shing operations.
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MINISTRY OF DEFENCE Logica has developed for

the UK [Ministry of Defence (MUD) the Advanced Image

Processor Terminal (AIP'I☁). a sophisticated system for

interpreting reconnaissance pictures from military aircraft.

The AIP'I' was used in the Gull☂war and. as a result ofits

performance. is to he used as a reference by the MoD against

which future reconnaissance equipment will be assessed. The

AIPT employs largely of the-shelf equipment to produce a

system whose performance in military reconnaissance and

surveillance is second-to♥none lt accepts input from sources

such as cleetro~optic, infra~red and radar sensors continuously

in real time and displays the resulting imagery on a high

resolution screen. A high capacity video rate store with

hardware♥assisted features allow roam and zoom and rapid

manipulation of the most recent imagery.

During the Gulfvmr. the equipment was used in the UK

to support the Tornado reconnaissance programme The

Royal Air Force used the GRIA variant of the Tornado.

specially equipped for low»level reconnaissance using multiple

infra♥red video sensors. 'l'hese capture the imagery which is

subsequently recorded onto video tape. This can be exploited

either in the aircraft or later at a ground station. In this rule.

the AIPT☁s ability to

recover and enhance de-

graded data through

powerful image process-

ing algorithms was partic»

ularly helpful in support»

ing operations.

The AIPT forms part

of an ongoing research

programme at DRA Elec-

tronics Division which

will de ne the nature of

   
reconnaissance and sur-

veillance imagery exploitation into the let

Century,

COMMERCIAL LICENSED EVALIJ TION

FACILITY Organisations in all spheres

are increasingly dependent on computer systems
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to store, manipulate and communicate information. Any

unauthorised or inappropriate disclosure, loss or corruption

of data can have disastrous effects on operations and client

confidence. Suppliers and customers therefore require

authoritative and independent assurances that the necessary

security safeguards are incorporated into computer systems

and products.

The Logica Commercial Licensed Evaluation Facility

(CLEF) is one of two organisations licensed to offer such

security assessments on a commercial basis. Supported by UK

Government Certi ets, the work is undertaken using the

European IT Security Evaluation Criteria (ITSEC) and is

accredited by the National Measurement Accreditation Service

(NAMAS). NAMAS monitors all work that is undertaken with

regular and extensive technical and quality assessments

to ensure that the CLEF complies with the strictest standards

ofimpartiality and con dentiality and that it adheres to

rigorous procedures.

This accreditation by NAMAS is a vital part of the CLEF☂s

licensing criteria under the new UK ITSEC, which is managed

by a certi cation body jointly run by the DTI and the

Communications Electronics Security Group (CESG).

V
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A CESG/DT] spokesman said, ☜The UK scheme leads the

world in providing for the evaluation and certi cation of

secure IT products in direct response to market forces, while

being tightly constrained to the rigorous standards that are

necessary for con dence in the results.☝

The CLEF produces a security evaluation report relating

to a computer system or product, and only successful

evaluations result in security certi cates from the certi cation

body. The work undertaken by Logica☂s CLEF ranges from

small PC based products to large systems such as [(ZL☂s VME

High Security Option (H50), a large complex mainframe

operating system.

Mark Davies, ICL☂s Secure Systems Segment marketing

manager commented, ☜The formal certi cation of VME HSO is

an essential prerequisite to providing secure systems solutions

to our VME customers, particularly those in HM Government

and MoD. Customers who process highly sensitive data on

their computer systems need to have a high level of con dence

in the security oftheir systems, which can only be provided

by a certi ed product.ICL is committed to meeting the

requirement for certi ed products by a policy ofre-certi cation

of new versions of H50 as they are brought to market.☜
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TRANSPORT
for some years now. l/Vith existing infrastructure reaching saturation point, the pressure is on

 

to ease congestion and increase mobility. One ofthe most promising ways ofachieving this is

through the application ofinformation technology to increase capacity and capability while

restricting overhead costs. An even greater challenge exists in trying to increase capacity

while at the same time reducing the hazard ofvehicle pollutants on the environment.

We have an established track record in implementing systems which increase the safety, ef ciency and control

of vehicle movements with projects for the Schelde Radar Chain, the Port of London Authority and Schiphol

International Airport. to Despite the effects of the recession and the Gulf con ict, the airline industry continues

to invest in I 'I,☁ especially in pursuit ofsystems which provide immediate competitive advantage and cost reductions.

Speedwing Logica Limited, thejoinr venture established with British Airways to prmiia'c applications sof ware services

in areas such as revenue accounting, resource optimisation, cargo systems and airport in irination systems, signed its

rst external contract to supply a corporate (in♥line pmration system (COPS) to Austrian Airlines. COPS has been

chosen by the International Air Transport Authority as the standardproration system forsmaller airlines. to Another

important area for Logica is that of air traf c control, where in particular our skills and experience in the

implementation of safety critical systems and application of human computer interface techniques position us

well for the major opportunities in the next few years a The size and complexity ofmany projects in the transport

sector indicate that the consortium approach will be increasingly appropriate and Logita will continue its present policy of

seeking and establishing hath fiirinal and informal alliances to address our customers☂ needs,

The most pertinent issues

within the transport sector

have remained unchanged

  

Logic-a is working

with the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) to improve user

interaction with the ight processingsystem i" the Scottish

and Oceanic Air Traffic Control Centre (ScUA☂I'CC) in

Prcstwick. Scotland. Logica☁s specialist User Interface Design

team has undertaken a requirements study and developed

designs for seven different workstations. This will assist the

(1AA in replacing the curran Character♥lmsed front end with

a state♥of♥thc-art graphical interface; offering greater ease

of use andextra facilities

Air traffic control systems are very coinplcv with stringent

safety and performance requirements. They require technically

sophisticated solutions. incorporating leading edge systems

engineering techniques. For users. controlling large numbch

of aircraft can bc stressful and therefore a high priority is

given to the design of the user interface. Unlike domestic air

traffic control, the (☜\A☂s oceanic operation docs not use

radar to monitor aircraft positions. Careful user interaction

design is therefore important to ensure that air traffic

controllers can create and maintain mental pictures ofthe air

traffic situation from the data available

1,,ogiczi☁s nwn human computer interaction analysis and

design methodology was used on the interface. This involved

intensive interviewing and observation of users from the

ScOA'l'CC operations room to establish the requirements and

produce the designs. These uscr trials involved about 60 air

traf c controllersV assistants. trainers and managch each of

whom spend around two hours with the proton pcs. Prototyping

is important in user interface design because it gives uscrsand

designers a common medium for understanding the problem and

working together to find a solution. B} running a prototype

with a realistic silnulatinu we wereable to identify and correct

any signi cant omissions in the design☁

The hem y involvement ()ftllc people who are actual!)
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destined to use the systems

has given rise to an enthusiastic

response from the controllers.

This will ensure both acceptance

and a high level of user satisfaction

with the nal system, The designs, if

adopted, will help the CAA to handle the expected increase

in air traf c.

EUROPEES MASSAGOED OVERSLAGBEDRIJF

Operations at Europe☂s largest trans-shipment terminal for ore

and coal are to be signi cantly improved with the help of an

electronic data interchange (EDI) system developed by Logica in

the Netherlands. Europees Massagoed Overslagbedrijf(EMO) in

Rotterdam unloads and stores speci ed amounts of ore and coal,

shipping it to steel mills and power plants in the Netherlands,

Belgium, France and Germany in accordance with demand.

In the mid-eighties, Logica helped EMO de ne an

automation strategy and develop integrated systems for process

control and produc-

tion administration. As

a continuation of the

strategy, an EDI system was

de ned to enable EMO achieve

close logistical co~operation with

shipping and cargo agents, and the industrial plants receiving

the raw materials.

Information supplied in the process plans and the

capability to track the status of processes are a vital part of

the just♥in-time chain of storage, shipment, delivery and

production from mines to power plants and steel mills. The

advantage of this to EMO☂s customers is that they do not need

to keep large stocks of raw materials on site. The aim of the

project is the integration of the EMU systems and the clients

agents☝ information systems to ensure most ef cient tracking,

storage and movement of raw materials. The Department of

Economic Affairs in the Netherlands views the project as a

model of how EDI can bene t the industry.
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implemented when recession ends.

 

MANUFACTURING
complex, protracted and geographically dispersed, with many international organisations

 

distributing goods and services on a worldwide scale. In recent years, the challenge has been

to integrate the sequence ofsystemsfrom stock ordering through production and distribution,

to improve the e ☁iciency ofoperations and the ow ofmanagement information. Inevitably,

the current economic downturn has impacted the level of investment in implementing these

systems but it has also highlighted the value ofemploying computer♥assisted techniques

to optimise resources and eliminate wastage. Many manufacturing organisations are

commissioning consultancy studies to establish business strategiesforfuture growth, to be

In the work wehave done various trends have emerged. Our clients see the ef ciency of the supply chain as

fundamental to the control of stock and cash flow management, and in gaining an important competitive edge in

releasing products into the market. to There are broader issues arisingfrom the relationships between 77111711! lcturers

and their sup/diets cmrl their customers, in which the newer technologies such as Open ysrems mill electronic dam

imcrchang will/ ay key in uential roles truer the next years.

For our clients, the

manufacturing

lifecyclc is typically

  

gran »_ M. v☜KM

 

Merck Sharp and

Dohme (MSD) has 32,000 employees worldwide engaged in the

manufacture of pharmaceutical products for agricultural. vetinary

and medical applications. MSD has plans to open a new factory

dedicated to the manufacture ofa range ofdrugs used to

treat parasitical diseases in cows. sheep and horses. The factory

will also produce a drug which cures an eye disease indigenous

to AfricaY which MSD makes available free of charge.

Within the new factory, MSD aims to control all operations

using computer integrated manufacturing, minimising the

quantity of paper. In co♥operation with MSD, Logica wrote

the functional speci cation and then implemented a two♥layered

distributed production control system. A PC software package

monitors the formulation and mixing of the prescriptions.

recording the information as it does so. Programmable logic

controllers (PLCs) pass information back to the PCs indicating

the status of a preparation and the PCs then pass orders to the

PLCs to begin the next stage of the process. Operators are able

to track the process via a graphics panel which displays real-time

production status and highlights problems.

As a next step, MSD plans to integrate the production

control system with the resource planning and management

operations systems. enabling the complete control ofall factory

operations to be computer-based and thereby achieving their

objectives of paperless manufacturing,

Regulations to determine the production environment for

pharmaceutical products are stringent, and companies such as

MSD must satisfy governing bodies like the American Food

and Drug Administration that their production processes are

thoroughly documented and validated within high quality

parameters. Logica☂s quality system, recently accredited to

ISO 9001 standard was a signi cant reason why MSD awarded

us the contract.

 

Logica has collaborated with Ford since 1986 on

over ten major projects aimed at the integration of Ford☁s

production, nance, distribution and supply activities

Europe-wide. This association has seen the development of

close working links between teams from both Ford and

Logical. combining Ford☂s manufacturing experience with
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Logica☂s software development,

systems integration and project manage♥

ment expertise.

One of the projects we are currently

working on with Ford is the European Vehicle

Information System (EUROVIS), a strategic systems

development providing a central database of all activities

covered by vehicle sales and scheduling. It aims to reduce the implementation of the system. Our recommendations resulted

time taken from initial receipt of vehicle orders in the in a decision to split the development into smaller sections

showroom to manufacturing and delivery to sales outlets. The as a means of improving controllability. Having developed

project centres around the development of new functionality plans for the early deliverables, we then took responsibility for

to support a single central European Order Bank and the the development of one ofthe initial segments, a sub-system

enhancement and development of associated systems and which ensures each dealership gets a fair share of available

interfaces. European production and builds actual order priorities into

. . , , . o o the construction of production schedules. We are currently
Logica initially provided consultancy serwces covering

1 ' th t f d l☁ bl 'th F d.
the development strategy and lifecycle, quality control, P annmg e nex gmuP 0 e wem es W] or

project planning and progress monitoring to Ford teams in

the UK and Germany engaged in the development and
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ANGLIAN WATER x Anglian Water plc (AW) is the

largest of the ten major water companies in terms of geographic

area, supplying water and treating sewage for most of East

Anglia from the Humber to the Thames. Logica☁s association

with AW spans ten years and during that time we have

successfully completed a wide range of projects, from the

automation of large complex water treatment works to the

implementation of a major digital mapping system☁

AW☂s aim in establishing a network ofcomputerised

monitoring and control systems is to build an integrated facility

for the ef cient management and support ofwater and sewage

operations. This will enable AW to provide proactive, high quality

customer service, meet legislative requirements and ensure

effective investment in, and operation of, equipment and plant.

During the past year Logica, in association with Aw, has

.30.
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developed a number of computer♥based systems which are

key to achieving our client☂s objectives.

The development of a battery♥powered outstation to add

to Logica☂s range of Medina outstations has provided AW with

an effective way of monitoring water pressure and ow in

water distribution networks. Five hundred of these new Zonal

Medina outstations have been installed, helping the company

to ensure that a minimum head of pressure is maintained for

customers. The Water Act of 1989 requires water companies

to record their entire sewerage networks by 1999. The Interim

Water and Sewerage System, implemented by Logica, is based

on geographic information (digital mapping) technology. This

enables a map-based record of all AW☂s underground assets to

be established and results made available for management,

operations and design staff for the external regulators.
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AW uses information technology to assist it in prioritising

capital investment expenditure and reducing operating costs.

Through the Western Division pump optimisation scheme,

savings in operating costs will be made by improving pump

operating regimes, thus minimising energy consumption and

reducing electricity charges by pumping water when electricity

tariffs are lowest. The scheme also optimises the use of

available water resources and takes account of plant operating

constraints, thereby minimising water supply costs.

Schemes such as these, demonstrate AW☂s commitment to its

customers through the application of information technology

and the breadth of Logica☂s support in achieving this.

SHELL INTERNATIONALE PETROLEUM MMTSCIIAPPIJ

BV ☂8 Logica is one of several

companies supporting the develop-

ment and maintenance of computer

systems for the exploration and

production (138:?) division of Shell

Internationale Petroleum Maatschappii

BV. The association has developed as

the result of a strategy by Shell to

engage the support of external computer

systems companies to become partners

in the development of information

technology systems.

E 8: P processes a vast quantity

of complex data which is subject to

extensive calculations to obtain

petrophysical information; the need

to handle and process this data has

made the company relatively advanced

in the development of its own computer

systems Shell☂s decentralised organisation, combined with the

age of software and hardware has resulted in unconnected,

independent and overlapping systems. As part ofa newly-

dcveloped common systems strategy, E 8: P has decided to

contract out the construction of systems, which is considered

non-core activity, to a pool of external partners. Candidates,

which include Logica,were selected on criteria including

technical expertise, quality control experience and the capability

to develop and support IT systems at an international level.

MARKET SECTORS

11 ml rum/zany plum In [lump uilfrum Ibrn'

  

01mm 01/ I'lgx. A. 11 and C m tlm'x n mrm.

1, J and}. by [rzpu/ima Em rig will rupply

all [bu-c rufirm-tm 127t☂ i L☂li7l .YIbllll/d(TUE verb

tuber in 115 u: [71mm m [mot/7A; my rv/mir IJ' dif cult

war In a (min-71g palm. C117] 11w zpc/im'x I» laid 177

xm-IJ a way [but [hwy do not {rim 1!! all? Ifmm 13/111!
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MARKET SECTORS

Logica is currently engaged in two xed price contracts

for E & P. One is an enhancement of an existing system

METOCEAN, a database containing over 15 years☂ worth of

meteorological and oceanographical information. The statistics

stored provide details of conditions prevalent in the oceans of

the world, from the North Sea to the Indian ocean, allowing

engineers to predict and analyse worst possible sea conditions.

This information is used to enhance the design of offshore

structures such as oil rigs, which can be more accurately

customised to suit the oceans in which they operate♥ for

instance the very rough and very deep conditions experienced

in the North Sea. Not only does this potentially improve

safety, but it can save up to 20% of the massive cost of building

an offshore oil or gas platform. Logica☂s enhancements include

an increase in the functions of the system ♥ more types of

analysis, graphics displays and report pro les ♥ to enhance the

accuracy and detail of the information. The system is installed

in Brunei, Sarawak, Australia and Holland.

We are also providing change requirements processing and

help desk support to a portfolio of over 60 applications within

the Integrated Computing Environment for Petroleum

Engineers (ICEPE), which has users in 20 countries.

Y0RKS III RE WATER Yorkshire Water (YW) continues

to implement highly effective computes: systemshgrowiing its

integrated IT environment to meet key business goals. During

the last year, Logica☂s involvement in YW☂s IT developments has

broadened signi cantly. Against a background of the installation

of the Regional Telemetry Scheme, which represented Logica☂s

rst major project for YW, we have commenced project

activities in several new areas of YW☂s operations technology.

One such area is water supply and distribution.

As part of YW☂s strategy to maintain the highest standards

in the provision of water services tocustomers, the company

is planning a fully integrated approach to water supply. This

will cover all aspects of water distribution from ensuring

security of supply from reservoirs, to the delivery of clean

water to customers at required pressurelevels and water

quality standards. Logica is helping YW to develop an IT

strategy tosupport these objectives. Future developments

include systems to support improved leakage control and

Lagiul Annual Review 1991

pressure monitoring, and hydraulic and water resource

modelling. In particular, Logica has recently upgraded YW☂s

powerful water distribution network modelling system. The

system, a simulation package, helps the company manage

its water supply and distribution networks ef ciently,

optimising network performance and ensuring high levels of

customer service.

In our 1990 Annual Review, we described the development

ofa core Regional Operations Database (ROD) which will

provide YW with extensive monitoring of the performance of

its operations. The core ROD provides a central repository for

operations data and is closely integrated with the Regional

Telemetry Scheme, based on Logica☂s MASTER CONTROL 2000

technology.

YW recently awarded Logica a major contract to proceed

with the second phase of ROD which involves expanding core

ROD to make it possible for the rst time, for managers to

obtain reports on all quantity, quality and biological data

related to a speci c asset or process used within the region.

Typically this information will be used to compare the actual

performance of YW☂s assets with the desired performance,

enabling YW to comply with business standards such as those

stipulated by the Director General ofWater Services.
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COMPANY INFORMATION

  

   
DIRECTORS AT 30 JUNE I99]

(non♥executive chairman)

(managing director)

(appointed I3 May 1991)

P G Bosonnet

D W Mann

D Craig

A F Given

A L Karney

B V Martin

C S F Preddy

C G Rowland

P D C Stevenson

Lord Hollick

(resigned, ecrive I 7 September I 991)

(rexigned, effective I 7 September I 991)

(non-executive)

P A B Hughes (non-executive)

L A Taylor (nan-executive)

P] Vinken (non-executive)

Following (be changes an I 7 September 1991☁ the "min bum-(I

director: and their role: are:

NON-EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN

Paul Bosmmet, 59

He joined the board as non♥executive director in 1986

and assumed the role ofchairman in November 1990.

He is also deputy chairman of the BOC Group plc and

non-executive deputy chairman of BT.

NIANAGING DIRECTOR

AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE

David iM/um, 47

He joined Logica in 1969 and has been a director since

1976. He became managing director of Logica UK in

1979, deputy managing director of Logica plc in 1982

and assumed his current role in 1987. He is a vice-

prcsident of the British Computer Society.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

Duncan Craig, 42

He joined Logica in 1971 and has been based in

Rotterdam since 1974. He was chief executive of Logica

BV from 1984 until he assumed his current responsibilities

for all the wholly♥owned subsidiaries in continental Europe.

Andrew Given, 43

He joined Logica in March 1990 as director of nance

and planning. He was previously group nance controller

with Plessey. and spent eleven years with Northern

Telecom in North America.

Andrew Kai-wry, 49

He joined Logica in 1973, and has served on the board

since 1986. As head of corporate development he

is responsible for the co-ordination ofinternational

business development activities.

CIi/fPreddy, 44
He joined Logica in 1969 and was appointed to the board

in 1987. He has overall responsibility for the UK♥based

operating companies.

Colin Rowland, 47

Having joined the company in 1971, he has served on the

board since 1982 and has overall responsibility for inter~

national operations. He is a council member of the UK

Computer Services Association.

N N-EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

Lord HallicleY 46

He joined the board as a non-executive director in 1987.

Managing director of MAI plc, he is also a non~executive

director of Hambros Banli Ltd and a member of the

National Bus Company. He was appointed a life peer in

May 1991.

Philip Hugber, 55'

He retired as chairman in November 1990 and became

a non♥executive director from that date, having

co♥foundcd Lugica in 1969. He is on the board of Thames

and Hudson Limited.

Len Taylor, 56

One of Logica☂s founders in 1969, he retired as managing

director and became a_ non-executive director in 1987.

He continues to undertake consultancy assignments for

the company.

Pierre Vinkeri, 63

Having served as chairman ofthc board of directors of

Logic-a BV since 1985, he joined the board of Logica

plc in 1990. He is chairman of Elsevier NV and a

director of The Economist Newspaper Limited.

REGISTERED OFFICE

68 Newman Street

London

VVlA 45E

registered number: 1631639

REGISTRARS

Stentiford Close Registrars Ltd

Broseley House

Newlands Drive

Witham

Essex
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REPORT OF THE DIRECTORS

  

he directors present their report together

with the accounts of the Company and its
subsidiaries for the year ended SOJune 1991.

These will be laid before the shareholders at the Annual

General Meeting to be held on 6 November 1991.

PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES

The business undertaken by Log-lea companies through~

out the year included:
the marketing, design, production, integration and

maintenance nfmstam built software and associated

hardware systems,

consultancy and prnject management in tbe eld of

information terhnology,

the design, development, implementation and marketing

ofsoftware products and the re♥usable elements of

applications software, called systems kernels.

RESULTS AND DIVIDENDS

Turnover amounted to 5197.8 million, compared with

£190.13 million for the previous year, representing an

increase of 3.7%. After adjustment for exceptional costs

associated with business restructuring, pro t after tax was

£(1,0) million compared with 25.3 million for the previous

year. Extraordinary items of£4.2 million were incurred as

a result of additional provisions for Logica Consultancy

Limited of ce space and discontinuing a segment of our

US operations. Earnings per share on ordinary activities,

after exceptional costs but before extraordinary items.
were (1.6)p (1990 _ 8.7p).

Tight cash management and reduced capital

expenditure resulted in a small cash outflow and net

cash balances at year end stood at £15.0 million

(1990 ♥ 518.6 million).

The directors are recommending a nal dividend

of 2.35p per share net, making 3.5p per share net for the

whole year, up 3% on the previous year. If approved, the

final dividend will he paid on 7 November 1991 to eligible

shareholders on the register at close of business on

10 October 1991.

Retained losses amounting to 1.7.3 million have been

carried to reserves (1990: pro t £15 million).

The 1990 results have been restated for the change

in accounting policy noted on page 35. The effect of this

restatement was to increase turnover by 1.233 million,

decrease pro t on ordinary activities before taxation

by 20.2 million and earnings per share by 0.3p.

BUSIN ESS REVIEW

A review of the development of the business during the

year is given on pages 2 and 3. Included in the review are

references to Logica☁s future prospects.

 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMEN

During the year Logica invested £5.11 million in research

 

and development (1990 ♥ 128.4 million). These gures
are net of funding by European research institutions

and other clients. No development costs have been

capitalised.

D I R E C T 0 R 5

During the year, there have been the following changes

in the composition of the board:

Philip Hughes stepped down as chairman after

the Annual General Meeting on 7 November 1990.

He remains on the board as a non♥executive director.

Paul Bosonnet became non♥executive chairman as from

that date.

With effect from 30 September 1990, Graham

Moore and Martin Cooperstein left the board and

Norman Zachary ceased to be an alternate director.

On 13 May 1991, Duncan Craig was appointed to

the board and Ian Macleod left the board.
On 17 September 1991, Brian Martin and Steve

Stevenson resigned as directors.

The interests of the directors in the shares of

the Company are shown below:

  

.i☂Ujune I991 30]une 1990

(07 date nfappoimmm!

 

if later)

None Nun-

Bene cial Beneficial anefirial Bene cial

DW Mann 482,400 135,708 432,400 135,708

DCraig 23,939 0 23,939 0

A L Karney 45,412 0 40,446 0
BViVlnrtin 36,761 0 36,701 0

C S F Prcddy 32,511 0 30,575 0

CG Rowland 89,637 135,703 103,337 135,708

1☂ D C Stevenson 125,500 0 125,500 0

PA BHughes 1,851,600 601,375 2,051,600 601,375

1. A Taylor 1,400,000 200,112 1,400,000 200,112

  

Options to subscribe for ordinary shares of the Company

granted to the directors are shown below:

  

Options held a! Opium: Oprium
l july 1990 granted exercised
(/77 date of during during Options

appointment, year year held at
iflater) at [6617 (1:149!) 30/101149☝

DWMann 116,186 2,123 0 117,089

☜Craig 30,159 0 0 30.159

A F Given 30,000 0 0 30,000

ALKarney 74,966 2,123 4,966 72,123

K V Martin 70,000 0 () 70,000

C5 FPreddy (19,966 2,123 4.966 67,123

CGRowland 86,186 2,123 4,966 82.123

P A B Hughes 35,000 0 0 35,000

P D C Stevenson 74,808 0 0 74,808

  

.14.
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Options granted during the year are exercisable
in 1996. During the year, D W Mann and C G Rowland
each cancelled options over 1,220 shares granted

under the Company☂s Savings Related Share Option
Scheme at 295p. Options outstanding are exercisable at

prices between 149p and 405p. Between the end of the

nancial year and the signing of the report and accounts,
D W Mann exercised an option over 4,966 shares at 149p.

There have been no changes in the other directors☂

interests in the shares of the Company or in the share
options granted by the Company to the directors during

the period.

None of the directors offering themselves for

re-election has a service contract with an unexpired

period of more than one year. None of the directors had
a material interest in any contract of signi cance to

which the parent Company or a subsidiary was a party

during the nancial year.

SUBSTANTIAL HOLDINGS

The directors☂ interests are described above. In addition,

at 19 September 1991 the Company had been noti ed

that the following were interested in 3% or more of the
Company☂s share capital:

 

Name No. afSlmn-x rceutagc

Scottish Amicable Investment

Managers Ltd 5,367.3 70 8.76

CIN Venture Nominees Ltd 4,035,880 6.58

Morgan Grcnfell Group plc 4,010,005 6.54

The Foreign St Colonial Investment

Trust plc 2,369,439 3.87

Barclays Bank plc (non♥bene cial) 2,134,423 3.48

Abbey Life Investment Services Ltd 2,034,332 3.40

British Airways Pension Fund 1,863,888 3.04

 

DISABLED PERSONS

It is Logica☂s policy to give full and careful consideration
to applications for employment from disabled persons,

to continue wherever possible the employment of

members of staff who become disabled, and to ensure

that their training and career development are

encouraged.

EMPLOYEE PARTICIPATION

It is Logica☂s policy regularly to hold meetings with staff

when matters concerning them and their area of business

are discussed. All staff receive theannual report and
accounts.

F I X E D A S S E T S

The changes in the xed assets of the Company and its sub♥
sidiaries are disclosed in notes 11 and 12 to the accounts.

CHANGE OF ACCOUNTING POLICY

This year there has been a change to an average exchange  

rate for translation of the pro t and loss account. This
change should reduce some of the potential volatility in six
monthly and annual gures resulting from possible large

uctuations in 31 December and 30June exchange rates.
All comparatives have been restated to the same basis as

current year gures. See accounting policy 7 on page 47.

EMPLOYEE SHARE SCH EMES

The directors propose to make a minor change to the
rules of the Company☂s Discretionary Share Option Plan,
Related Company Discretionary Share Option Plan,
International Savings Related Share Option Scheme and

Savings Related Share Option Scheme (☜the Employee

Share Schemes☝), in connection with the transfer of

employees between Logica companies and to and from
related companies. Currently, the rules of these
schemes do not cater adequately for cases where

employees are transferred between these companies,
and the proposed change will ensure that, as far as possible,
options can continue to be held and exercised by

employees, irrespective of their transfer of employment.

Resolution number 6 will, if passed, confer the necessary

shareholders☂ authority.

A U D I T0 R S

Price Waterhouse have expressed their willingness to

continue in of ce. A resolution will be proposed at the

Annual General Meeting for their re-appointment as

auditors and authorising the directors to x their
remuneration.

AUTHORITY TO ALLOT SECURITIES

Under Section 89 of the Companies Act 1985 equity
securities in the Company may not be allotted for cash

(otherwise than in respect of an employee share scheme)

without rst being offered pro rata to existing share~
holders, unless the prior approval of the shareholders in

General Meeting is given. The directors consider that it

is in the best interests of the Company that the relevant

authority given at the Annual General Meeting in 1990

should be renewed in similar terms. Accordingly a
Special Resolution to this effect is proposed as Resolution

No. 8 in the Notice of the forthcoming Annual General

Meeting. The proposed authority expires at the date of

the 1992 Annual General Meeting and permits the

directors during this period to issue equity securities up

to an aggregate nominal value of£300,000 (just under 5%

of the issued share capital) without rst offering them to

existing shareholders.

By order of the board

D C I'V llecr

Secretary

19 Septcmlm☁ 199/

  e 3} I
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CONSOLIDATED PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT

    

[99/ [B☂UU

Fur Kan: End☜! 30fum Nut! £1700 1, ☁000

TURNOVER I 197758 190819

Adjustment to exclude turnover of associated undertakings (11434) (8488)

Consolidated turnover 186324 182331

OPERATING PROFIT 2 7772 8957

Interest 4 2317 1855

PROFIT BEFORE EXCEPTIONALCOSTS AND TAXATION 10089 10812

Exceptional costs x☂ (6413) (1990)

PROFIT 0N ORDINARY ACTIVITIES BEFORE TAXATION 3676 8322

Taxation on ordinary activities a (4643) (3531)

(LOSSHPROFIT ON ORDINARY ACTIVITIES AFTER TAXATION (967) 5291

Extraordinary items 7 (4226) (1727)

(L()SS)/PROFIT FOR THE YEAR (5193) 3564

Dividends paid and proposed N (2141) (2075)

Retained (Ioss)/profit for the year 20 (7334) 1489

(LOSS)/EARNINGS PER SHARE ON ORDINARY ACTIVITIES l0 (1.6)p 8.71)

IJIVIDI☁ZNDS PER SHARE (V 3,. 3.4;)

 

'/ 715 1 990 [wally Imm' [wen rrxlah☂dfm- [by Mange ill m'wzmling policy natal on page 47.
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET

              

1991 ☜☂90

A! 301ml! N01! ['000 [U00 .5000 [DUO

FI X E D A S S ETS

Tangible assets 11 21309 19783

Investments 12 1344 1083

22653 20866

CURRENT ASSETS

Debtors [4 50312 49275

Cash and bank balances 25135 26162

75947 75437

CREDITORS DUE WITHIN ONE YEAR

Bank loans and overdrafts (10159) (7563)

Other 15 (41977) (35053)

(52136) (42626)

NET CURRENT ASSETS 23811 32811

TOTAL ASSETS LESS CURRENT LIABILITIES 46464 53677

Creditors due after more than one year 1/; (2568) (567)

Deferred taxation I7 0 (49)

(2568) (616)

NET ASSETS 43896 53061

CAPITAL AND RESERVES

Share capital 19 6129 6094

Share premium account 20 10753 10259

Special reserve 21) 1681 3267

Other reserves 20 2776 2804

Pro t and loss account 20 22557 30637

SHAREHOLDERS☂ FUNDS 43896 53061

  
D W Mann A F Given [)in☂rlarx 19 Scpmubrr I991
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CONSOLIDATED SOURCE AND APPLICATION OF FUNDS

            

I991 I990

Frrr I☂exzn Ended 30]une £000 A '000

FUNDS GENERATED FROM TRADING:

Operating pro t 7772 8957

Exceptional costs (6413) (1990)

Associated undertakings pro ts less dividends received (162) (89)

1197 6878

CHANGES IN WORKING CAPITAL:

Debtors ♥ (increase)/decrcase (124) 2030

Creditors ♥ increase 8067 2538

7943 4568

Changes in fixed asscts:

Purchases of tangible assets (5674) (6956)

Depreciation 4238 4099

Sales of tangible assets 39 202

Purchase of business (Note 20) (1586) 0

(2933) (2655)

CASH FL()VV FR01\1()PERATIONS 1 6207 8791

Interest 2317 1855

Exchange (1608) 50

Extraordinary items before taxation (4-255) (2530)

Tax paid (4513) (5679)

Dividends paid to shareholders (2103) (1949)

CASH FL()W AI☁L☂I☁FR FINANCING COSTS AND TAX (3960) 538

Shares issued (net oi☁cxpcnses) 529 3 11

Investment in associated undertakings (192) 0

NET (0 U 'l☁I"Ii()☜V)/INI☁LLOVV OF FUNDS (3,623) 849

N ET F U N US

Net funds at beginning of year 18599 17750

Net (ourflow☁l/in ow of funds (3623) 849

Net funds at end of year 14976 18599

  
i☂tlvrut'mom in mi lm/x N/mxcrnl [bu di iv'mw III☂I☂LL☁L'WI ammme .r/er☁n in lbw upenin and [laying [whims .rlmlx. {I/Immm☂nl: I71 ullmr item:1/" nu]

(urns/mu! m 2/» Chung:- in lmluntu 11w! ammme [luv tothy N

crrbtmgu rate):

 

I M' -

. afre/rmII/uring tbv 4/2271in "8/ am'm' uftruz'rn☂u: .rubxitliary undrrmlzings 11! during
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COMPANY BALANCE SHEET

        

A1301☝: Nate F000 ['000 [☂000 [☂000

FIXED ASSETS ♥ Investments 12 44187 43947

CURRENT ASSETS

Debtors 14 1729 3839

Cash and bank balances 1405 92

3134 3931

CREDITORS DUE WITHIN ONE YEAR 15 (1887) (3066)

NET CURRENT ASSETS 1247 865

NET ASSETS 45434 44812

CAPITAL AND RESERVES

Share capital 19 6129 6094

Share premium account 20 10753 10259

Special reserve 20 23261 23261

Pro t and loss account 20 5291 5198

SHAREHOLDERS☂FUNDS 45434 44812

 

D W Mann A F Given Dirxcmrx 1V Sv/rtcmbur 19W
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NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS

   

1 SEGMENTAL INFORMATION thal tumuver Inlerregmm I Inmover External turnmwr

       

a) Geographic areas [991 I990 199! 1990 1 99/ [W0
♥nnalysir by lacation afopzran'ons £000 [☂000 £000 [☂000 [☁000 [U00

United Kingdom☂ 121095 109894 (6406) (6456) 114689 103438
Continental Europe' 42741 36743 (320) (1179) 42421 35564

North America 31495 38213 (5152) (1160) 26343 37053

Asia Paci c 14503 14766 (203) (2) 14305 14764

209839 199616 (12081) (8797) 197758 190819

Less: associated undertakings 11586 8642 (152) (154) l 1434 8488

Consolidated turnover 198253 190974 (11929) (8643) 186324 182331

Nzt amt: Prufn hfm tam/ion

199/ 1990 1991 1990

L UOD [DUO [.000 [U00

United Kingdom☂ 23382 21974 8857 7581

Continental Europe☁ 5574 5458 2027 2698

North America 2829 9050 (2712) (1191)

Asia Paci c (590) 366 35 12

31195 36848 8207 9100

Less: third party share of associated undertakings (833) (984) (435) (143)

'I☁otal segment 30362 35864 7772 8957

Exceptional costs (6413) (1990)

Cash less bank borrowings/Net interest 14974 18599 2317 1855
Dividends proposed (1440) (1402)

Net assets/Pro t before taxation 43896 53061 3676 8822

h) Geographic markets [hrmn'ur
♥ analyris by location ofclient 1 901 1900

L 1100 [1700

United Kingdom☁ 101491 93487

Continental Europe" 54403 45119

North America 21247 25297

Asia Paci c 20617 26916

Turnover to third parties 197758 190819
Less: associated undertakings 1 1434 8488

Consolidated turnover 186324 182331

*incluz/c: axmciarell uml'unakingx-

 

2 OPERATING PROFIT
Turnover

Materials and other external charges

Staff costs

Depreciation

Auditors☂ remuneration and expenses

Hire of plant and machinery

Operating lease rentals

Other operating charges

Operating charges

Share of profit of associated undertakings

Operating pro t 

186324 182331

3 17.57 35095

107712 101231

4246 4099

238 259

1092 886

1 1712 11474

21957 20543

178714 173587

7610 8744

162 213

7772 8957

 

.40.   
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NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS

  

5 STAFF 199/ 1990

Staff numbers Number Number

Average staff numbers employed during the year were as follows:

United Kingdom 2163 2157

Outside the United Kingdom 1506 1466

Total including associated undertakings 3669 3623

Total staff numbers at 30,]unc 3592 3656

The average number ufsmffcmployed wurldwide during rbc year, uxrluding armoured undrrmleingi. 7111153139 cumpared

will} 3,4191}: [990.

StaFf costs L '000 121700

Wages and salaries 95314 89416

Social security costs 8566 8087

Other pension costs 3832 3728

107712 101231

T/Jun- are voluntary [Jami/m scheme: In the UK, Netball:de Belgium, Hng szg and A Mira/in, all nfwbirly an

defined run/ribun'uw :cbcch. TIJL' definMI (mm-ibutinm runsixl of 11 find perrmmgt and mlumary [omrilmtiumt

There an no unfundud lialzilirizx in their Srbsmsy.

Directors l 5

Directors☂ emoluments including employer☂s pension contributions

and bene ts in kind 1187132 1523805

Included in the above are the emoluments, excluding pension contributions. of:

the chairman (non-executive) 26000 48746

the highest paid director 120892 116067

The table shows the number ofdirectors (other than the chairman, the highest paid director

and those who worked wholly or mainly outside the United Kingdom during the year) whose

remuneration excluding pension contributions was within the bands stated.

      

 

 
199] I990 [991 1900

[ll♥(3,001) ♥ 1 [3200/7 («\☁(MMU ♥ .2

[Ill (ml ♥ Lililmll 3 2 KAY), 00/ 7 [85,0170 1 1

[UAW] 71.31l,llllll ♥ 1 [A☁UW] ♥ lf☁lll llll 2 ♥

l.}ll,(l(ll7l,f§,(l(lll ♥ l Aylhlllll♥LS'JZUUU 1 ♥

£24 Hull 7 ASUJIUU l ♥ Mina] 7 lfllllUlUU L ♥ 1

150,00] 7lf)'\',llllll 1 ♥ LIUUJlUI♥☜(75,000 1 ♥

[TQUUI7LFQUUH _ 1 ' '

4 l N T E R E S '1☁ 1 Wu 13000

Receivable 2998 2384

Payable on borrowings repayable within one year (681) (529)

2 3 1 7 18 5 5 
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NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS

 

5 EXCEPTIONAL COSTS

The exceptional costs are in respect of redundancy, surplus of ce space and other associated non»recurring items arising

from the restructuring of Logica☁s continuing business.

 

6 TAXATION 1991 1990
['000 [☂(700

Charge to UK corporation tax at 33.75% (1990~35%) 3011 2834

Overseas taxation 1655 863
Relief for overseas taxation (40) (35)
Deferred taxation (74) (4 13)

4552 3249

Underprovision in respect of prior years 0 245
Associated undertakings 91 37

4 643 353 1

There are unatilixed tax [HSSII amnanting to approximately £10. 7 million wbirb may be availablcfar [be reliefoftbe/rm tt aftertain Subtir/iary
linderta/eingx in future years.

 

7 EXTRAORDINARY ITEMS
The extraordinary items are the costs of discontinuing certain business activities within the USA and a further provision for
surplus of ce costs arising from the closure of Logica Consultancy Limited. The costs of £4,226,000 are after tax reliefof
£29,000 which incorporates the write♥off of certain deferred tax assetsarising from the acquisition of Data Architects, Inc

  

8 DIVIDENDS PAID AND PROPOSED

 

Interim dividend of1.15p (l990♥l.1p) 701 673
Final dividend of 2.35p (l990♥2.3p) 1440 1402

Total net dividend 2141 2075

[Haumnt {9☂ Ca 'l☂rutteex Limited, the Trustee nftbe Lugica Employee Share Ownership Plan Trus/ bay agreed under the Tract Duel] dated 26 September
[990 In warm, at the Company ☂I disrretian, all rigbtx to any future dividend; which may 17!: payable on any ,rbam in tbe Cmnpanyfmm time tn time bold
in five Trim, raw 0.01]: per than. Sucl) waivers ofdizridend: payable timing the year ended ,ijune 1991 amounted In L2, 935'.

 

9 PROFIT ATTRIBUTABLE TO MEMBERS OF THE

HOLDING COMPANY

Dealt with in the accounts of the Company 2234 2106

A: allrrwed by Sultan 230(1) uftbe Campaniex Act 1935, the Cunlpany bat nut presented 1!: man prufit and 1053 acmant.

 

10 EARNINGS PER SHARE
Losses per share of 1.6;) are based on the loss after tax of £967,000 and on a weighted average of61,011,653 shares. Last year☂s
earnings per share of 8.7p were based on the pro t after tax of£5,29l,000 and on a weighted average of60,862,001 shares.
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NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS

        

Net book value at 30]une 1990

ll TANGIBLE ASSETS FreeboId
Land and Slim! Equipment
Building: Leaxebolds and Plant Total

£7700 17000 ['000 {'000

Cost
ljuly 1990 3081 7508 24279 34868

Translation differences 0 97 434 53 1

Additions 253 1688 3733 5674

Disposals O (178) (1400) (1578)

30]une 1991 3334 9115 27046 39495

Depreciation
1July 1990 325 2103 12657 15085

Translation differences 0 59 293 352

Provided 24 655 3559 4238

Released on disposals 0 (176) (1313) (1489)

30June 1991 349 2641 15196 18186

Net book value at 3OJIIne 1991 I 2985 l 6474 11850 21309

☁ 2756 I 5405 11622 19733

 

TIM net bun/e value nflangible asset; include; (apitulixedfinanrz [easel t:f[69],000 [nmpnxing rims anJJR OO and depreriatinn tbermn nf[647,00(1

The depreciation charge for {be ycar in mpecz nfmpitalixeri IPRJ☁U wax £80,000 and tbefinam☁e charge: wcrz' [62, 000.

 

12 INVESTMENTS IN ASSOCIATED UNDERTAKINGS AND TRADE INVESTMENTS

Consolidated

1 July 1990

Translation differences

Shares in Speedwing Logica Ltd

Acquisition of GSO"
Share of retained pro t for the year

30June 1991

Axxariated Undertaking:

 

Sbare: Ramimd Trade

at can Pro t: ☂[bml lnvmmmtx Total

17000 [☂000 £000 £1700 [U00

624 360 984 99 1083

- (7) (7) 5 (2)
5 ♥ 5 ♥ 5

235 (48) 187 ♥ 187

♥ 7 l 7 1 ♥ 7 1

864 376 1240 104 1344

 

* This rupn'xenb t)☝ ai☁quixilmn (If CSO In rmulim SpA by Lugim Gmem/ 5311mm: 511A and mbxuquem renrgnmm/irm (05!: which wasfinanred by a

cupiml injmion fmm Logim pic. N0 dim/{ems were receizvedfmm [be axxncia/ed undertaking; All inwextmcnts are unlisted

      

The Company (mm/1 mmfmmex Amati/M

Umitn

Slmrc: lem Total (liking: 771ml

1: '000 [U00 [Mm 6000 5'00!)

Cost

lJuly1990 14245 35527 49772 624 50396

Additions 0 0 0 240 240

30June 1991 14245 35527 49772 864 50636

Provisions

1July 1990 and 30June 1991 (787) (5662) (6449) o (6449)

Netbookvalueat 3OJIIne 1991 13453 29365 43323 864 44187

Net book value at 30June 1990 13458 29865 43323 624 43947
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NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS

 

l5 CAPITAL COMMITMENTS

Capital expenditure authorised and contracted

Capital expenditure authorised but not contracted

14 DEBTORS

   

    
   

  

 

  
   
   
    
        
        
    
    

    
    

  

  [99/

{WM

121

799  

  

1990

[DUO
371

808

 

  

Consolidated

Amounts recoverable on contracts 15278 16534

Trade debtors 27291 25779

Amounts owed by associated undertakings 578 204

Other debtors☂ 1895 1875

Prepayments and accrued income 424 1 3886

Deferred taxation 1102 0

Taxation recoverable 183 530

Advance corporation tax 244 467

508 l 2 4 92 75

Amounts recoverable on contracts include attributable pro t of 1484 1023

*Inc/mlml in ☁nthvr dcbmrfi: L127 million. reprcxvming an imam☝ fret adv/I710☝ tu the Emp/uycc Sban' Uplilm P1101 Trim

for purrba ofJ☂J☁a 000 urzlirmiy .rbarex ofLagiw p]: 072 [be upen mart-u.

The Company
Amounts owed by subsidiary undertakings 1975

Other debtors 1397

Advance corporation tax

1 5 C R E DlTO RS

Due within oneyear

Consolidated

     

  
  
   
    

    
    
    
    
    
    

    

  

  

  

 

Payments received on account 4648 2935

Trade creditors 8066 8924

Accruals and other creditors 16052 11475

Amounts owed to associated undertakings 28 23

Finance lease liabilities 302 250

Taxation and other state creditors 10730 9362

Advance corporation tax 711 69 2

Dividends proposed 1440 1402

4 l 9 7 7 35063

The Company

Amounts owed to subsidiary undertakings 19

Accruals and other creditors 953

Advance corporation tax 692

Dividends proposed

1 6 C R E D ITO R S

Due after more than oneycur

Finance lease liabilities over one and under ve years

Other creditors

  

 

     

467

100

567  
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NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS

  

l9 CALLED UP SHARE CAPITAL

Authorised share capital
[DUO

  
241/7 cat/J Excrttmble from 1991 In 2001.

 
exercimb/L☂fmm 19 91 to 2001.

 

80,000,000 Ordinary Shares of 10p each 8000

Called up share capital

61,292,876 Ordinary Shares of 10p each 6129

During the year 352,043 shares were issued under share option Exerrixe [mu

schemes as follows: Gramnr/ (punct- prr mm)
1 985 1 4 9

1 9 8 6 1 55

1986 1 86

  

l7 DEFERRED TAXATION 1991 1990
[.000 ['000

Accelerated capital allowances 441 322

Other short term timing differences (1 604) (77)

Foreign subsidiary undertakings 61 (196)

(1 102) 49

ljuly 1990 49 965

Translation differences 30 (l 1)
Release in respect of current year (1181) (905)

30June 1991 (1102) 49
The deferred taxation asset is included in debtors note 14.

18 OTHER FINANCIAL COMMITMENTS 1191 1190

At 30June 1991 there were annual commitments under operating leases LamI 11ml Land and
as follows: Building: 011207 Building; Other

['000 61100 f '00!) [000

Expiring within one year 695 3,508 770 1266
Expiring in the second to fth years 2722 2604 4 1 65 358 1

Expiring after ve years 5467 0 5868 0

8884 6112 10803 4347

 

[1900

8000

6094

Num1☝?

Excrciscd

293696

55000

3347

352043

During (be year, 961,352 0/2111"): were granted m)☝ b11117 unirsued 117111 tri ing Mare: under err/player Mare nptirm Srbemc: a! prim rangingfmm 151/) to

A! 30jzme 1991 11127! were 3,639,42011p1i0m @bitb bad been framed under employee .rlmre option Jrlicmex a! price; mngingfmm 14917 10 405p and

  .45 o
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NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS

    

20 SHARE PREMIUM ACCOUNT AND RESERVES Sbarv Fruit
premium .V/zurial Olbrr and [my

☜LTDHWI 735277}! 7459774117 ☜((011711

I☂000 ['000 5 '000 [1700
Consolidated
lJuly 1990 10259 3267 2804 30637

Exchange differences ♥ ♥ (6) (768)

Goodwill" ♥ ( 1586) ♥ ♥

Increase in share premium account 494 ♥ _ _

Retained pro t for the year ♥ ♥ ♥ (7334)

Transfers to other reserves ♥ ♥ (22) 22

3OJIIne 1991 10753 1681 2776 22557

The Company

lJuly 1990 10259 23261 0 5198

Increase in share premium account 494 ♥ _ __

Retained pro t for the year - ♥ ♥ 93

30June 1991 10753 23261 0 5291

  

*Goodwill written affduring Ibe year relate: to [be acquixi/irm Ifa hun☁nm, intiming k711rw»blrw, to improve Lugicafc mpability zu .rcnvz'ce client: in 1/}?

eluclricily Supply rucmx

 

21 CONTINGENT LIABILITIES

Subsidiary undertakings have provided indemnities to their bankers in support of performance bonds and guarantees

amounting" to £7,57 l ,000 (1990 ♥ £4,410,000).

The Company has guaranteed the borrowings ofa subsidiary undertaking up to a limit of£1,543,000 (1990 ♥ £1,429,000)

 

22 PRINCIPAL OPERATING SUBSIDIARY UNDERTAKINGS

Logica UK Limited (England)

Logica Defence and Civil Government Limited (England) ♥ formerly Logica Aerospace and Defence Limited☁

Logica Cambridge Limited (England)"
Logica Space and Communications Limited (England) ♥ formerly Logica Communications Limited☜

Logica Finance Limited (England)'

Logica Industry Limited (England)*

Logica BV (Netherlands)"
Logica GmbH (Germany)'

Logica SA (Belgium)*

Logica Svenska AB (Sweden)*

Logica Data Architects Inc (USA)☂1

Logica Pty Limited (Australia)☁

Logica Limited (Hong Kong) ♥ formerly Logica Technology Services Limited☁

Logica Technology Services Sdn Bhd (Malaysia)*

These companies are all wholly owned.

* The thermal/ding: in [1723? companies are brld by awily/[y owned :ubxidimy nftbe parent undertaking.

 

25 ASSOCIATED UNDERTAKINGS
Logica General Systems SpA (Italy)

The Company holds 40% of the 1,250,000 ordinary shares of 1,000 lire each of Logica General Systems SpA.

The business activities of this company are similar to those undertaken by the other Logica companies. On 26 October 1990,

Logica General Systems SpA acquired a controlling interest of65°/n of the 573,000 ordinary shares of 1,000 lire each, of

GSO Informatica SpA (Italy), a systems company specialising in the manufacturing industry and health care sectors.

Speedwing Logica Limited (England).

On 1 September 1990 Logica and British Airways plc established a joint venture, Speedwing Logica Limited, which provides

software services to the air transport industry worldwide. Speedwing Logica Limited is owned 51%by British Airways and

49% by Logica, which holds 4,900 ordinary B shares of l each.   
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ACCOUNTING POLICIES

  

l BASlS OF ACCO

2 TURNOVER

future losses.

5 RECOGNITION

losses in accordance with

Cost comprises:

6 DEPRECIATION

Freehold property

Learehold:

Office equipment

Computer equipment

Matar cars

Plant

7 FOREIGN CURR

ofexrhange. 

UNTING

OF PROFITS

4 AMOUNTS RECOVERABLE ON CONTRACTS

Amounts recoverable on contracts represent turnover which has not yet been invoiced to clients. Such amounts are

separately disclosed within debtors.

The valuation of amounts recoverable on fixed price contracts is adjusted to take up pro t to date or foreseeable

the accounting policy for recognition of pro ts.

5 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Research costs are written off in the year in which they are incurred unless they are to be reimbursed by third parties.

Development costs are also written off in the year in which they are incurred unless they are to be reimbursed by third

parties or they result in the production of an identi able, saleable product.

equally over 75yearx (or life ofproperty, xborter)
equally aver life ofleare

I 0%

20 %

2 596

20 %

ENCY TRANSLATION

All other exchange differences are dealt with in the pro t and loss account.

The accounts are prepared under the historical cost convention and in accordance with the Companies Act 1985 and

applicable accounting standards. They are the result of the consolidation of the accounts of the Company and its subsidiary

undertakings and also include the relevant share of the results ofassociated undertakings. The group accounting policies

conform with applicable UK accounting standards and, when necessary, adjustment is made to the statutory accounts of

overseas subsidiary undertakings in order to present the group accounts on a consistent basis.

Turnover represents the value of work done for clients including attributable pro t and after adiusting for all foreseeable

Pro t on contracts for the supply of professional services at predetermined rates is taken as and when the work is billed

irrespective of the duration of the contract.

Pro t is taken on xed price contracts while the contract is in progress, having regard to the proportion of the total

contract which has been completed at the balance sheet date. Provision is made for all foreseeable future losses.

Other amounts recoverable on contracts are valued at cost, or at estimated net realisable value if lower.

prnfenianal amount: reroverable, valued at the tort ofsalaries and associated payroll expense; afemplayee: engaged on

assignments and a propartian nfattrihutable overheads;

unbilled expense; incurred and equipment purcharedfar client: in mnnectinn with :petifit contractr.

Depreciation is provided at rates calculated to write down the cost of all tangible fixed assets over their estimated useful

lives on a straight-line basis. The annual rates of depreciation used are as follows:

Assets and liabilities in foreign currencies are translated into sterling at the rates ofexchange ruling on 30th June except

where rates of exchange are fixed under contractual arrangements.

The results of overseas subsidiary and associated undertakings are translated into sterling at average rates of exchange

for the year. This represents a change ofaccounting policy from previous years when the results ofall overseas companies

were translated at 30thJune rates.

Exchange gains and losses arising from translating the following are dealt with as a movement in reserves:

1') opening net arretr offoreign subsidiary and asmciated undertaking:

ii) foreign currency bon☁awing: axed to nance oversea: investmentr

iii)foreign curremy borrowings tn the extent that they provide a hedge againxt opening net arretx

iv) the difference between translating the pro t and [arr account retained balancefor theyear at average and 30th]une rates   
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8 DEFERRED TAXATION
Provision is made for deferred taxation to take account of timing differences between the treatment of certain items for
accounts purposes and their treatment for tax purposes. The provision is maintained to the extent that timing

differences are expected with reasonable probability to crystallise in the foreseeable future.

9 TANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS
Tangible xed assets are shown at cost. Cost in this context includes the initial capitalised values of assets funded by

nance leases.
Assets nanced by leasing agreements that give rights approximating to ownership are treated as if they had been

purchased outright. The amount capitalised is the present value of the minimum lease payments payable during the lease

term. The corresponding leasing commitments are shown as obligations to the lessor. Lease payments are treated as

consisting of capital and interest elements and the interest is charged to the pro t and loss account on a constant periodic

rate of charge basis.

10 G 0 O DW I L L

Purchased goodwill is written off against reserves in the year of acquisition.

ll BASIS OF CONSOLIDATION
The group accounts include the accounts of the parent undertaking and of all subsidiary and associated undertakings.
The results of companies or businesses acquired or sold during the year are dealt with from the date of acquisition or to

date of sale. Trading results of businesses discontinued are included as part of the operating pro t to the date of the

decision to cease operations. Pro ts or losses attributable to the date of sale, or closure are dealt with as extraordinary

items.

The results of associated undertakings are calculated from the latest available audited accounts adjusted to incorporate

unaudited results for more recent periods.

REPORT OF THE AUDITORS

Report of the Auditors to the Members of Logica plc.

We have audited the nancial statements set out on pages 36 to 48 in accordance with Auditing Standards.

In our opinion the nancial statements give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the Company and the Group at

30 June 1991 and of the loss and source and application of funds of the group for the year then ended and have been

properly prepared in accordance with the Companies Act 1985.

Price Whterbam☁é

Chartered Armunmnr:

London

19 September 1991
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FIVE YEAR RECORD

  

T U R N O V E R

Operating profit

Interest

Exceptional costs

Pro t on ordinary activities before tax

Taxation on ordinary activities

A FT E R TA X
Extraordinary items

Shareholders☂ funds

EARNINGS PER SHARE
Dividends pershare (net)

Staff numbers at year end

 

PROFIT ON ORDINARY ACTIVITIES

   

Tb: rem/r: ofprior year: but? been narrated/b7 the change in amounting pulicy Hated 071 page 47.

  

1991 [990 1939 [9X8 1987

[DUO £7000 F001} [DUO [WOO

197758 190819 173460 135606 111635

7772 8957 16381 13786 10468

2317 1855 1387 367 779

(6413) (1990) ♥ ♥ ♥

3676 8822 18268 14653 11247

(4643) (3531) (6602) (5379) (4217)

(967) 5291 11666 9274 7030

(4226) (1727) ♥ ♥ ♥

43896 53061 52662 43046 29013

(1.6)]: 8.7}: 19.3}: 18.0p 14.2p

3.5p 3.4p 311p 2.3p 1.7p

3592 5656 3505 3236 2682
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PUZZLE SOLUTIONS

  

FINANCE
Pagelf

AB CD EF GH
AE DL GK F1
AG L] FII KC
AF jB KI HD
AK BE HC IL
AH EG [D C]
AI GF CL DB
AC FK D] LE
AI) KH LB JG
AL HI JE RF
A] 1C BG BR

SPACE
Page/7

Here i: the mlutiun t0 the uzzle.

IJ
CB

DE

LG

JF
BK

EH

GI

FC

KD

HL

The lunchers may be grouped as follows, where each line
represents a day and each column a table:

KL

HJ
13

CF,
DG
LF

1K
Bll

El

cc
FD

    
The phrase ☜will obxmre ve other xtars in place ofthose
already revere ☝ was stated deliberately to exclude an eaxier
.mlutian in which nnlyfour planets need be removed.

 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Page/9

The course ofthe wires is shown below:

 

COMPUTING AND ELECTRONICS
PageZl

The answer is 10,000 square millimetres (enough to cover
the board on both sides); the rest of the copper is etched

off. The area of copper left is 1,862 square millimetres,
but that is not the answer to the puzzle.

GOVERNMENT
Pageb☂

The council gave permission for the paths to be built as
shown in the sketch below:

   ' 50 t
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PUZZLE SOLUTIONS

   

T RA N S P 0 RT

Page 25

The rst leg of the triangle was sailed in 80 minutes,
the second in 90, the last in 160, making a total of
330 minutes or 5V2 hours.

This can be solved algebraically by dividing the course into
twelve equal parts, letting 1 standfor thefirstfour parts,
X +10for the middlefour parts andyfor the remainder.
The data allows theformulation ofthe equations:

x+<x+10)+§=210 §+(x+10)+y=270

from which it is not dif cult to determine the values of
x and}

DEFENCE

PageZ?

Ifthe enemy☁s eet is anchored in the square formation
as many as seven ships can be sunk. If it is rearranged to
match the sketch below, as many as ten of the sixteen

ships can be sunk by ring the torpedoes in the order
indicated by the numbers and in the directions indicated
by the arrows.

619 n7
4; I I .2
3☂IIIII

I I
IIIII<9

8☁ I I
1☁ '5

MANUFACTURING
Page29

A tank with a square base, twice as wide as it is deep,

gives the most economical form. [fa cube close to 12.6
feet square holds 2,000 cubic feet, then halfthat depth
would give the required 1,000 cubic feet.

  

ENERGY AND UTILITIES
Pages?

It can he done! See the sketch below.

      

BACK COVER

The clock will next show the correct time at 5 minutes,
27 seconds plus 3/11 ofa second past 7.

Ifyou add red hands to the clock, which show the correct
time, the large red hand will always be opposite the small
yellow one and vice versa. The clock will show the correct
time when the large red hand coincides with the large yellow
hand,just after ve [last seven. To nd the exact time, note
that the large red hand has caught up with the largeyellow
hand by 11/12 ofa revolution on one hour. It will therefore
take 60*12/11 minutes to catch it up completely This occurs
at 5 minutes, 27 seconds, plus 3/11 ofa second [last 7.

  .51.
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OFFICE ADDRESSES AROUND THE WORLD

 

Logica plc

L'NlTED KING DOA/1

Logiea International

Limited

Logica UK Limited

Logica Cambridge
Limited

Logic: Defence 8: Civil
Government Limited

Logica Finance Limited

Logica Industry Limited

Log☁ica Space 8t

Communications

Limited

registered a ia☂
68 Newman Street

London Vl'IA 45E

Tel: +44 71637 9111

Fax: +44 71637 8229

Telex: 27200

principal o irc

Stephenson House

75 Hampstead Road

London NW1 ZNT

23 Newman Street

London \VIA 45E

51 ♥ 53 G rent Marlborough

Street

London ☜TA IHL

Units A 8: E

Business Park no 4

Randalls Research Park

Randalls \Vay
Leatherhead

Surrey KT22 7TW

Cohham Park

Downside Road

Cnbham

Surrey KT11 31.x

W} ndham Court

74 Portsmouth Road

Cobhani

SurrcyKT11 lHY

Telephone numherfm' 1.11m
above addrexsm':
+44 71 637 9111

2 Queen's Gardens

Aberdeen AB] 6YD

Tel: +44 224 643575

Fax: +44 224 632089

Pentland House

Almondvale,

Livingston

V1 est1.nthi:1n [H 54 6NG

Tel: +44 506 39251

Fax: +44 506 39300

I )t'iig/m/ by Maria 312mm Sim 

1 RedcliffStreet

Bristol 1351 6NP

Tel: +44 272 253358

Fax: +44 272 253359

Betieman House

104 Hills Road

Cambridge (3132 1LQ

Tel: +44 223 66343

Fax: +44 223 322315

Unit 209

The Science Park
Milton Road

Cambridge CB4 401

Tel: +44 223 423354

Fax: +44 223 42 3589

Regal House
Duke Street,
Stockport
(.heshire SK] 5A1:

Tel: +44 61429 9264

Fax: +44 61429 0947

Speedwing Logica

Limited

lljaill! venture company with
British Airways pic

42 The Centre (5534)

l'ieltham

Middleset T1113 4131.
Tel: +44 817518098

Fax: +44 817518243

CONTINENTAL

E U R0 P E

Logica BV
☜'ijnhaven 6☁)
Postbus 22067

3003 DB Rotterdam

Netherlands

Tel: +31 104330844

Fax: +31 104331447

Brugstraat 3313

9711 HZ (iraningell

Netherlands

Tel: +31 50145666

Faxz+31 50141309

Het Kasteel
Postbus 197

3441 A1) \☁l'oerden

Netherlands

Tel: +31 34 80 72555

Fax: +31 34 NO 24970

Logic: GmbH
Schoet☁l☁erstmsse It)
6100 Darmstadt

German)

Tel: +49 615138970
Fax: +49 6151 389710  

Lag☁ica thbH
Schnfl'huuserstrasse 35H

CH~3050 Zurich

Switzerland
Tel: +41 1313 1010

Fax: +41 131310-10

Logica SA/NV
Naamse Straat/Ruc dc

Namur 72-74

1001) Brussels

Belgium
Tel: +32 2 512 9976
Fax. +32 2 512 9869

Logica Svenska AB

Norra Stationsgatan 79-81

5-113 64 Stockholm

Sweden

Tel: +46 8349110

Fax: +46 8 33 9154

Logica General

Systems SpA

tijoint venture (onlpmly with

Data Management SPA

Corso Svizzera 185

10149 Turin
Italy

Tel: +39117716451

l☁ax:+39117716446

Via Leone X11114

20145 Milan

Italy

Tel: +39 2 48 008005

Fm: +39 2 48 008312

Via Cnrte d☁Assisc B

10015 1vrea(TO)

Italy

Tel: +39 125 469811

Faxz+59125 44357

G50 Informatica SPA
ajoinl vemm'r rump/lily

bclwem LGS' and Telett/☁a

Via S Vitals 40/3

40125 Bologna

1taly

Tel: +39 51294411
Fax: +39 51236320

LGS Solutioni

Gestionali
ujnint wmm-u t-nmpmry

helmet-n LGS and Dim and

liratlxlrcul Sofia-art:

located at our Milan of ce

HIM/ruled b) (Ira/V1111] I; 1'1'7☁1☂HIIA☂II

NORTH AMERICA

Logica Data

Architects Inc
245 Winter Street

Vl'ultham

:VIA 02154

Tel: +1 617 890 7730

Faxz+1617 890 5034

450 Seventh Avenue

13th Floor

New York
NY 19991

Tel: +1 212 629 3-156

Faxz+1212 629 5262

9110 Magnolia Avenue
Suite 7

Larkspur

CA 94939

Tel: +1415 4613058

Pax:+1415 4616419

4300 North University
Drive

Suite 108

Fort Lauderdale

171133351 USA

T1: +13057412503

Fax: +1 305 7412509

 

222 Sutter Stret☁t
Suite 500

San Francisco

CA 94108-4445

Tel: +1 415 7812090

Fa1:+1415394 7462

1081 Avenue ofthe Stars

Suite 1415

Los Angeles

CA 90067

Tel:+1213§510660

Fax:+1213735 0505

625 North Michigan

A1ent1e

Chicago

IL 60611

Tel: +1 312 7515422

Fain-+1312 7512731

130 South Washington
Street»

Suite 300
Falls Church
VA 22045
Tel:+1703 538 6077
liaxz+1703 533 7148

One First Canadian Place

PO Box 366

Toronto

Ontario 315x 1E2

Canada

Tel: +1 416 594 6661

1"aX:+1416 5941667 '[y/uwl In: 11pm  

ASIA PACIFIC

Logica Pty Limited
30 Collins Street

Melbourne

Victoria 3000

Australia

Tel: +61 3 6541333

Faxz+613 654 8171

157 Walker Street
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